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Abstract 

This thesis is directed at understanding dynamics of the Earth's mantle. I adopt 

multidisciplinary approaches toward the problem: geodynamical and seismological. 

My approach in geodynamics is directed at understanding the relationship between 

large scale surface observables (geoid, topography, plate motions) and mantle rheology 

and convection of the present-day Earth. In chapter 2, I do best-fit correlations of 

shallow mantle structure with various tectonic features and remove them to generate 

what we call "residual tomography." In chapter 3, I show that the pattern, spectrum 

and amplitude of the "residual topography" are consistent with shallow origin of the 

"Earth surface dynamic topography;" the very long wavelength geoid and topography 

(l = 2 - 3) are successfully explained by density models inferred from the "residual 

tomography," assuming layered mantle convection stratified at the "920 km seismic 

discontinuity." In chapter 4, I develop a new method to calculate mantle flow in 

the spherical coordinates with lateral variation of viscosity. The viscosity contrast 

between continental and oceanic regions is identified to have dominating effects on 

both the observed poloidal/toroidal ratio and pattern of toroidal motions at long 

wavelengths. I show convection models with lateral variation of viscosity are capable 

of producing long wavelength plate motions observed in plate tectonics. 

My approach in seismology is focused on exploring fine structures near the core

mantle boundary and developing new techniques for computing synthetic seismo

grams. I discuss the method development and strategies to explore fine structures near 

the core-mantle boundary region in the following chapters. In chapter 5, I develop 

a hybrid method which can handle the seismic wave propagation in heterogeneous 

regions at large distances. The hybrid method is a combination of analytical and 

numerical methods, with numerical methods applied in heterogeneous regions only 

and analytical methods outside. In chapter 6, I discuss wave propagation of SKS 

and SPdKS phases through ultra-low velocity zones near the core-mantle boundary 
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and constrain the general structures of ultra low velocity zones near the core-mantle 

boundary under Fiji subduction zone and Iceland. The long period SKS-SPdKS data 

are explained by ultra low velocity zones with P velocity reduction of 10% and hori

zontal length scales of about 250 km and height of about 40 km. S velocity reduction 

of 30% is consistent with the data, although the trade-offs between S velocity reduc

tion and height of the structure exist. In chapter 7, I discuss wave propagation of 

PKP and its precursors and constrain the detailed structures of the ultra low velocity 

zones near the core-mantle boundary from observed broadband PKP precursors. The 

observed long period precursors are explained by the existence of ultra low velocity 

zones with P velocity reduction of at least 7% and horizontal length scales of 100-300 

km and height of about 60-80 km, whereas short period precursors suggest that the 

structures have smooth edges and structures with smaller scale are adjacent to these 

large Gaussian-shaped structures. These fine structures may be indicatives of vigor

ous small-scale convection or the instabilities of the bottom thermal boundary layer 

of the mantle. 
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Chapter 1 General introduction 

Understanding the dynamics of Earth can be approached geodynamically and seis

mologically. Figure 1.1 summarizes the ideas in this thesis to approach the problem. 

In the time scale of millions of years and length scale of thousands of kilometers, 

Earth can be treated as a viscous body (Figure l.la) . Mantle convection causes lateral 

variations of chemistry and temperature in the mantle and those lateral variations 

produce density anomalies which eventually drive mantle convection and produce sig

natures observable at the surface of Earth, such as, geoid, topography, plate motions, 

intra-plate stresses, sea level change and true polar wander (Figure l.la) . This thesis 

addresses some of those observables: geoid, topography and plate motions. Geoid at 

the surface of Earth is a combination of effects of density anomalies in the mantle and 

mass anomalies due to the deformations, the so-called "dynamic topography," at var

ious chemical boundaries of Earth. So, geoid and topography place strong constraints 

on mantle rheology and convection, and they must be explained by a convection model 

before we claim that we have a self-consistent model. Plate motions not only place 

important constraints on the absolute value and lateral variation of mantle viscosity, 

but also bring out the question about the complexity of mantle convection system. 

Understanding those surface signatures is crucial to understanding mantle convection 

and those surface signatures must be used to test against predictions from convection 

models. Although modeling time-dependent mantle convection is our ultimate goal 

in geodynamics, it is important, in the first order, to understand the behaviors of the 

present-day Earth, not only because the present-day Earth is constrained by seismo

logical and geodynamical observations but also because the present-day Earth holds 

the key to the past of Earth. 

Those surface observables of the present-day Earth can be related to the interior 

density anomalies of the present-day Earth by instantaneous flow, simply because 

the time scale for the chemical boundaries to response the density anomalies is much 
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(a) Cartoon illustrating geodynamical ap
proach. Density anomalies produce deforma
tion, stress, plate motions and geoid, which are 
observable at the surface of Earth. Thus, these 
surface observables can be used to constrain 
the dynamics of Earth. The geoid anomalies 
are the summations of contribution from den
sity anomalies themselves and that from mass 
anomalies due to the deformations of various 
chemical boundaries. 
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(b) The interfaces of hybrid method for calcu
lating synthetic seismograms. Finite-difference 
(FD) is applied in the heterogeneous region 
(box). Generalized ray theory (GRT), WKB, 
and Kirchhoff theory are used outside. The 
source-side output in positions represented by 
filled triangles is calculated by G RT and that 
in positions represented by empty triangles is 
obtained from FD. This technique allows high 
resolution study of localized structures. 

Figure 1.1: Illustration of geodynamical and seismological approaches. 

smaller than that for the density anomalies to significantly change their locations. 

For example, for a viscous half space of viscosity 'T/ and density p and traction free 

surface at the top, the deformation at the surface (oz) caused by a density contrast 

<J(k)cos(kx) at depth dis: 

oz= - <J(k)cos(kx) (1 + kd)exp(-kd)(l - e-t/r) 
p 

T is the relaxation time and 

T = 2ryk/ pg 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

With 'T/ = 1021 Pas, g = 10 m/s2 , p = 3.5 Mg/m3
; T:::; 11,000 yrs for small k (for 

example, 21r /l000km) and the density anomalies will move less than 1.1 km in this 

time scale, assuming a flow velocity of 10 cm/yr. 

The difficulty of modeling dynamic topography lies in the complexities of shal

low mantle structure and the difficulty of modeling plate motions lies in the lack of 

knowledge about lateral variation of mantle viscosity and of techniques for modeling 
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mantle flow with lateral variation of viscosity. All these issues will be addressed in 

this thesis. 

On the other hand, in the time scale of seconds or years and length scale of seismic 

wave lengths, Earth can be treated as an elastic body. Complementary to the observ

ables at the surface of Earth, the characteristics of the core-mantle boundary region 

bear very important information on geodynamics and mineralogy. Seismology is the 

only tool for revealing the structures in this particular region. Various observations of 

very small scale seismic structures in the core-mantle boundary region (scattering of 

PcP, ScS, precursors to PKP, complexity of SKS-SPdKS, etc.) and the accumulation 

of broadband data require new techniques for modeling seismic wave propagation 

through such fine structures . The length scale, magnitude and geometry of those fine 

seismic structures have important implications to mineralogy and geodynamics and 

the topographic reliefs of the core-mantle boundary place important constraints on 

mantle and core dynamics. 

Both analytical and numerical methods have difficulties in handling the wave 

propagation through such fine structures (including topographic reliefs) . Analytical 

methods have the advantages that they require little computer memory and compu

tation time, but they are basically limited to applications to one-dimensional models. 

On the other hand, numerical methods can handle the wave propagation through 

heterogeneous regions, but they require massive computer memory and are limited 

to wave propagation of small distances and low frequency modelings. The calcula

tions of seismic wave propagation through these fine structures can be implemented 

by combining the advantages of both analytical and numerical methods. Figure 1.1 b 

shows the idea of hybrid method, where numerical finite-difference technique is ap

plied in the heterogeneous regions only. How is the hybrid method developed? What 

strategies can we adpot to explore fine structures in the core-mantle boundary region? 

How does the existence of the ultra low velocity zones affect the wave propagations 

of SKS, SPdKS , SKPdS and PKP phases? How can we use the waveforms of those 

phases to constrain the scale, magnitude and geometry of fine structures near the 

core-mantle boundary? What are the geodynamical and mineralogical implications 
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of those fine strucutres? All these issues will be addressed in this thesis . 
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Chapter 2 Slabs, hotspots, cratons and 

mantle convection revealed from residual 

seismic tomography in the upper mantle 

2.1 Abstract 

We calculate residual tomographic maps in the upper mantle by excluding from the 

tomography the first order effects of conductive cooling of oceanic plates, deep era

tonic "roots," and cooling or partial melting associated with subducted lithosphere. 

No correlation is found between residual tomography in the upper mantle and the 

30-130 Ma subduction. The good correlations between residual tomography in the 

transition zone ( 400-650 km) with 0-30 Ma subduction, at spherical harmonic degree 

1=2 can be explained either by slab accumulation in transition zone beneath some 

subduction zones, or by the poor lateral resolution of seismic tomography. Hotspots 

correlate with the residual tomography in the shallow (100-400 km) and the lowermost 

mantle at degree 1=2. However, correlations of hotspots and seismic velocities in the 

middle mantle, and correlations between residual tomography at shallow depths and 

lowermost mantle tomography are poor. Therefore, the connection between residual 

tomography at shallow depths and seismic tomography in the lowermost mantle is not 

clear. There is an interesting correlation between craton distribution, distribution of 

hotspots and residual topography. This might indicate that cratonic "roots" affect the 

locations of upwellings and thus modulate upper mantle convection, or that cratons 

and other near-surface features control the platform of convection in the mantle. 
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2.2 Introduction 

The relationship between subduction and seismic tomography has been studied ex

tensively. Richards and Engebretson [1992] interpreted the good correlations between 

the large-scale seismic heterogeneity, averaged over the whole lower mantle, and sub

duction during the Cenozoic and Mesozoic as the result of the cooling effects of the 

subduction. Scrivner and Anderson [1992] correlated subduction positions since the 

breakup of Pangea, with seismic tomography depth by depth throughout the whole 

mantle. They found correlations in the transition zone region. Ray and Anderson 

[1994] found good correlations between integrated slab locations since the breakup 

of Pangea and fast velocities in the depth range 220-1022 km. Wen and Anderson 

[1995] quantified the slab flux by estimating the subducted volume in the hotspot 

reference frame and correlated it with seismic tomography throughout the mantle. 

They found significant correlations in the depth interval 800-1100 km and attributed 

these to the accumulation of subducted lithosphere in this region. Correlations were 

also found in the upper mantle and transition zone for recent subduction . 

The relationship between hotspots and seismic tomography has also been inves

tigated. Excellent correlations at degree 1=2 were found in the lower mantle and, at 

degree 1=6 in the upper mantle [Richards et al., 1988; Cazenave et al., 1989; Kedar 

et al., 1993]. Cazenave et al. [1989] interpreted their results in terms of degree 2 con

vection in the lower mantle and degree 6 dominated convection in the upper mantle. 

Richards et al. [1988] hypothesized that hotspots originated in the deep lower man

tle, based on the good correlations at degree 2, whereas Montagner and Romanowicz 

[1993] speculated that hotspots came from the transition zone, based on the dramatic 

decrease in the correlation below the transition zone, at degree 6. 

One of the difficulties in relating tomography in the upper mantle with subduc

tion and hotspots is the complexity and multiple causes of lateral velocity changes 

in this region. Large contributions from the cooling of the oceanic plates and era

tonic "roots" make it difficult to get meaningful results from the hotspot and slab 

correlations with the seismic tomography. The role of deep cratonic "roots" in the 
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upper mantle has been extensively discussed [Lerner-Lam and Jordan, 1987; Hara 

and Geller, 1994; Polet and Anderson, 1995]. The contribution from downgoing 

slabs, or possible stagnant slabs, may also prevent one from correctly relating seismic 

tomography to hotspots. 

One can extract geodynamical information from seismological data in vanous 

ways. One method is to introduce an a priori regionalization of the upper mantle 

and use data to infer the parameters [e.g., Toksoz and Anderson, 1966; Nataf et al., 

1986; Nataj and Ricard, 1996]. Another way is to separate out the effects of near

surface features from the current generation of seismic tomographic models [e.g., Forte 

et al., 1995]. Forte et al. [1995] decomposed seismic tomography into "correlated" and 

"uncorrelated" components with respect to the continent-ocean function, but other 

contributions may also be mapped into the "correlated" component if these contribu

tions are not totally "uncorrelated" with the continent-ocean function. In this paper, 

recognizing problems of coverage, resolution and radial smearing, we test a current 

tomographic model for its geodynamic content. We construct residual tomographic 

maps for the upper mantle by excluding effects of conductive cooling of oceanic plates, 

cratonic "roots," and the cooling or partial melting associated with downgoing slabs. 

It is of interest to see if useful geodynamic information can be extracted from the cur

rent generation of seismic tomographic models . The residual tomography is compared 

with the pattern of subduction history in the past 130 Ma [ Wen and Anderson, 1995] 

and with the distribution of hotspots. The procedures for excluding these effects are 

given in the first section. The correlation between residual tomography and past sub

duction is presented in the second section. The relationship between the distribution 

of hotspots and residual tomography and distribution of cratons is discussed in the 

third section. 

2.3 Residual upper mantle tomographic models 

The first order contributors to seismic tomography in the upper mantle are assumed 

to be oceanic plates, cratonic "roots," and on-going subduction. Other possible con-
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tributors, such as hotspots, stagnant slabs, and small scale mantle convection are 

assumed to be second order. If they are important, they may show up in the resid

ual maps. The residual tomography is defined as the seismic tomography excluding 

the effects of the first order contributors. We use the seismic tomographic model 

SH12WM13 [Su et al., 1994]. 

2.3.1 Oceanic plates 

Our first job is to remove from the tomographic models the effects of the cooling 

of oceanic plates. Velocity heterogeneities can be related to temperature variation 

of the mantle by the temperature derivatives for the minerals in the mantle. The 

temperature distribution beneath oceans can be calculated from the age of oceanic 

lithosphere and thermal cooling models [ de Jonge et al., 1994; Nataj and Ricard, 

1996]. We use the digital age map of Muller et al. [1993]. 

Figure 2.1 shows the velocity perturbation variation with the age of the oceanic 

lithosphere at depths from 100 to 650 km, based on the seismic tomographic model 

SH12WM13 [Su et al., 1994] (circles). The velocity perturbations are calculated 

by averaging the velocity perturbations along the positions corresponding to each 

isochron on the surface of the Earth. The velocity perturbation vs . age curves at 

different depths have the same characteristics; they are flat over a certain period 

of age, then increase with age . The "turning points" of these curves are strongly 

dependent on the thermal diffusivity. However, with thermal diffusivity of r;;=l.0 

mm2s-1 , conduction is primarily confined to about the top 150 km of the mantle. 

There are two possible explanations for the observed relation of average velocities 

and age of oceanic plates. 1) If the tomographic models are "exact" and do not suffer 

from any smearing, conductive cooling may extend deeper than general assumed. 

Diffusivity changes, for example, due to chemical changes with depth may be involved. 

2) The current generation of seismic tomographic models have problems of resolution, 

coverage and crustal corrections. Details such as lithospheric thickening with age 

probably cannot be accurately recovered. The relation between velocity perturbations 
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and age may be due to the smearing effects of the seismic inversion. 

Our goal is to remove, empirically, the near-surface effects rather than interpreting 

them. We try two ways to remove the effects of the conductive cooling of oceanic 

plates. 1) A cooling model with one layer (0-210 km) with thermal diffusivity of 

K-1 = 1.65 mm2s-1 [Kobayashi, 1974] over a half space is used to explain the velocity

age curves at various depths. The effective diffusivity below 210 km is assumed to be 

K-2 = 3.3 mm2s-1
. There is still one unknown, the conductivity ratio between that 

of the layer and that of the half space. The temperature derivatives which relate the 

temperature perturbation to velocity perturbation are uncertain [ Estey and Douglas, 

1986; K arato, 1993]. Effects of pressure and chemical differences would make these 

parameters even more uncertain. Since our purpose is to find the best fit model, and 

remove it , rather than to find the conductivity ratio or temperature derivatives , we 

make no attempt to guess these parameters, but fix the conductivity ratio and find 

the best temperature derivatives at various depths. The best fit velocity models, in 

the oceanic regions, are found by adjusting the temperature derivatives, at various 

depths, in order to minimize the difference between the thermal velocity model and 

SH12WM13 in the oceanic regions. The predicted velocity-age relations are indicated 

as light lines in Figure 2.1. 2) We assume that age correlated variations in the mantle 

below 200 km are the result of smearing by the inversion. The theoretical temperature 

models are calculated by a half space cooling model("-= 1.65 mm2s-1 ) above 200 km. 

The theoretical temperature distribution below 200 km is assumed to be the same as 

that at 200 km predicted by the half space cooling model ( this can be thought of as 

equivalent to the "smearing" effects in tomography). The best fit velocity models are 

found by the same procedure in 1) . The predicted velocity-age relations are indicated 

as dash lines in Figure 2.1. The resultant residual tomographic models from both 

procedures are the same above 200 km and only slightly different between 200 and 

400 km depths. The follow-up analysis, using the residual tomographic models, gives 

the same results . The high velocity behavior under old lithosphere in the transition 

zone ( 400 - 670) could be due to the effect of stagnant slabs. For simplicity, we present 

the results by using the resultant residual tomographic models from procedure 1. The 
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Figure 2.1: The velocity perturbation vs. age of oceanic plates at various depths, 
based on SH12WM13 [Su et al., 1994] and digital age map [Muller et al., 1993]. The 
velocity perturbations are averaged along each isochron. The RMS values, based on 
SH12WM13, with respect to the mean velocities are also plotted. 

predicted models are expanded into spherical harmonics and are truncated at degree 

12, in order to compare with SH12WM13. The first residual tomography (RESl) 

is obtained by excluding the oceanic plate component from the seismic tomography 

(SH12WM13). 

2.3.2 Cratons 

The contribution of cratonic "roots" to seismic velocity variation in spherical har

monic space is obtained by expanding the function, which, in cratonic regions, for 

each group of cratons, has the value of the average velocity perturbations from the 

residual tomography (RESl), and zero outside, into spherical harmonics. We classify 

the cratons according to their geographic locations and ages based on Sclater et al. 

[1981]. The cratons are divided into 13 groups; six for cratons between 800-1700 Ma 
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Figure 2.2: The average velocity perturbations beneath each group of cratons vs. 
depth. The RMS values, based on SH12WM13, with respect to the mean velocities 
are also plotted. Circles indicate those for cratons older than 1700 Ma and triangles 
indicate those for cratons younger than 1700 Ma. 

(Middle Proterozoic) , and seven for those older than 1700 Ma ( Archean and Early 

Proterozoic). Each group is related to a major plate. For instance, cratons, between 

800-1700 Ma, on the South American plate are placed in the same group. Cratons 

older than 1700 Ma in Eurasia fall into two groups. Figure 2.2 shows the velocity 

perturbations beneath each group of cratons vs. depth. The heavy lines and circles 

are the velocity perturbations for cratons older than 1700 Ma. The light lines and 

triangles are for cratons between 800-1700 Ma. This set of spherical harmonic coeffi

cients can be multiplied by an arbitrary constant ( C) . This proportionality constant 

( C) is a parameter to be determined later . The goal is to remove the direct effect of 

the cratons from mantle tomography. 
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2.3.3 On-going subduction 

We assume that the subducting plates sink vertically into the upper mantle at the 

velocity of the plate at the trench. The ages of the slabs are reconstructed at every 

depth. We assume that the seismic velocity perturbation within the slab is constant 

(8½) at a certain depth. The width of a particular slab segment is equal to its thick

ness. Thickness is calculated from the age of the oceanic lithosphere at the time of 

subduction [ Wen and Anderson, 1995] . On-going subduction can cause low-velocities 

in the shallow mantle, because of volatile fluxed melting in the mantle wedge [Ander

son et al., 1992], and high-velocities at greater depth due to low-temperatures in the 

slab. We permit 8½ to take on negative or positive values (negative values probably 

imply partial melting) . 

2.3.4 Residual tomographic models 

Synthetic models are obtained by linear superposition of the contributions from slabs, 

oceanic plates, and cratons at various depths. The two parameters ( 6V8 and C) at 

each depth are chosen by minimizing the quantity: 

L J½tn - ½~mo 
Where ½yn and ½omo are the velocity perturbations of the synthetic model and 

SH12WM13, at a certain depth, respectively; the summation is over every 1 ° x 1 ° 

cell in a global grid. The residual models are obtained by subtracting synthetic 

tomography from SH12WM13. The residual models from 100-650 km depths are 

plotted in Figure 2.3. It should be noted that the possible effects of Gibbs oscillations 

due to the spherical harmonic truncations may influence our result to some extent, 

even though they are second order compared to th(;) uncertainties in the subtraction 

of oceanic lithospheric cooling. 
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Figure 2.3: Residual tomographic models at various depths in the upper mantle. The 
positions of hotspots are indicated by circles. 
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Figure 2.4: Correlation coefficients between the residual tomography and subduction 
history, at degree 1=2 and 6. 

2.4 Correlations between residual tomographic mod

els and subduction history 

No significance correlations are found between residual tomography and subduction 

history between 30-130 Ma [ Wen and Anderson, 1995] (see Figure 2.4). There are 

some negative correlations between 30-90 Ma subduction and residual tomography 

in the 350-500 depth range. Residual tomography correlates with 0-30 Ma subduc

tion, only at 1=2, with high velocities corresponding to regions of subduction in the 

transition zone region. Correlations are less pronounced for the resultant residual 

tomography model by procedure 2. The correlations appear to be due to the high 

velocities beneath several subduction zones (e.g., Kurile, Japan, Izu-Bonin, Mariana, 

New Hebrides and Philippine trenchs, i.e., the west~rn Pacific, generally west dipping 

slabs) rather than the global subduction pattern. We test this possibility by dividing 

the subduction in the past 30 Ma into two groups. Group 1 contains only the 0-30 Ma 

subduction in the Kurile, Japan, Izu-Bonin, Mariana, New Hebrides and Philippine 

trenches; group 2 includes subduction in the other convergence regions (e.g., Aleutian, 

Chile-Peru, Tonga-Fiji, Java trenches, etc). We found excellent correlations at degree 
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2 and 3 for group 1 subduction and no correlation for group 2 subduction (Table 2.1). 

Correlations which are significant at greater than 90% confidence level are underlined. 

The correlations have two possible explanations: 1). The resolution of the seismic 

model prevents us from excluding the on-going slabs efficiently by introducing the 

theoretical slab function. If slabs in the transition zone beneath the group 2 were not 

recovered in the seismic inversion, perhaps because of coverage problems, we cannot 

exclude efficiently the effects of on-going subduction from our procedures. We cannot 

discard this possibility for the present generation of tomographic models. 2) Some 

slabs beneath group 1 trenches accumulate in the transition zone region for a period 

of time. The behavior of the slab at the 670 km discontinuity is region-dependent, 

as suggested by seismology [e.g., Jordan and Lynn, 1974; Zhou and Anderson, 1989; 

van der Hilst et al., 1991; Fukao et al., 1992] and geodynamics [ Gurnis and Zhong, 

1995]. It may also be true that other effects, such as slab dip, direction of dip, 

trench migration or presence of back-arc basins are important and that the distinc

tion between group 1 and group 2 slabs is geodynamically significant. The degree 

2 heterogeneity is the most important component for many geophysical observables, 

such as seismic velocity [e.g., Masters et al., 1982] and geoid [Lerch et al., 1979]. 

However, the origin of this degree is still controversial. For the analysis of spectrum, 

we interpret the high velocities beneath group 1 trenches as stagnant slabs and sub

tract their effect from the residual tomography in the transition zone (450-650 km), 

assuming that stagnant slabs are only beneath group 1 trenches. Figure 2.5 shows 

the power spectra of the seismic tomography (SH12WM13), cratonic roots, on-going 

subduction and stagnant slabs, at degree 1=2. In the shallow mantle (above 200 km), 

the oceanic lithosphere, cratons and subducting slabs contribute most of the power 

at degree 2. In the transition zone, stagnant slabs are also responsible for the degree 

2 lateral variation. 
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Table 2.1: Correlations between 0-30 Ma subduction and residual tomography 

1=2 1=3 
Depth (km) Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2 

0.003 

0.000 

400 0.60 0.03 0.12 -0.70 
450 0.74 -0.06 0.39 -0.80 
500 0.83 -0.15 0.58 -0.83 
550 0.88 -0.20 0.64 -0.84 
600 0.91 -0.20 0.71 -0.80 
650 0.91 -0.26 0.67 -0.81 
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Figure 2.5: The degree 2 power spectra of SH12WM13, cratonic "roots," on-going 
subduction, oceanic plates, and stagnant slabs in the upper mantle. 
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2.5 Hotspots, cratons and mantle convection 

Residual tomography, which excludes the near-surface features, may provide a con

straint on convection in the mantle. Passive ridges are the first-order upwellings 

on the surface of the Earth. They possibly represent normal (uncooled) mantle. 

Hotspots are generally considered to be caused by deep, narrow, active upwellings . 

In this section, we use seismic tomography to attemp to constrain the characteristics 

of hotspots throughout the mantle. We use seismic tomography (SH12WM13) in the 

lower mantle and residual tomography in the upper mantle. The list of 47 hotspots, 

complied by Morgan [1981] and Crough and Jurdy [1980], is used. 

The overall distribution of hotspots correlates very well with low seismic velocities 

in the deep lower mantle (1700 km-CMB) at degree 1=2. There is some correlation 

with 1=3 as well in the lower mantle. However, the degree 2 correlations are poor in the 

depth region 700-1700 km ( except 900-1000 km). This is consistent with the results 

of previous authors [e .g., Kedar et al., 1993]. Table 2.2 gives correlation coefficients 

between hotspot distribution and residual tomography in the upper mantle. Positive 

values mean that hotspot positions favor low velocity regions. Correlations which are 

significant at the greater than 90% confidence level are underlined. Hotspots correlate 

with slow seismic velocities at degree 1=2 to 400 km depth and at degree 1=4 to 150 

km depth. The degree 2 correlations decrease very rapidly into the transition zone. 

Also, at 1=4, hotspots correlate with fast velocities in part of the transition region 

( 400-500 km) (Table 2.2). There is no significant correlation at degree 1=6 between 

hotspot distribution and residual tomography in the upper mantle. 

It is useful to discuss hotspots in the context of the three-dimensional residual 

velocity structure of the upper mantle. Most of the hotspots in the Pacific and 

circum-Pacific area are in long wavelength low-velocity regions of the upper mantle. 

Some hotspots are also in low-velocity regions in Africa, the Indian ocean and the 

North Atlantic. Most hotspots in the South Atlantic, around South America and near 

south Africa are in high-velocity regions. The high velocities under some hotspots in 

Africa could be because they are close to high-velocity cratonic "roots." This spatial 
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Figure 2.6: Correlations between the residual tomographic models with seismic to
mographic model at 2500 km and 900-1000 km depths . 

visual check and the good correlations at degree 1=4 suggest that correlations between 

hotspot and residual seismic tomography in the upper 400 km, at long-wavelengths, 

are meaningful (Table 2.2). 

Is there any connection between the correlations at shallow depths and lowermost 

mantle? No significant correlation is found between seismic tomography at 2500 km 

and residual tomographic models, at degree 1=2 (Figure 2.6). The correlation is 

negative for residual tomography at 650 km. Tomographic models from 1700 km 

to CMB have similar correlations. However, residual tomographic models between 

200-500 km depth correlate with the seismic tomography model in the 900-1000 km 

depth region. This is the only region in the lower mantle that correlates with residual 

tomography. Direct comparison among the degree 2 patterns of hotspots, residual 

tomography and lower mantle tomography is shown in Figure 2.7. They all have 

low values in the central Pacific and Africa; the residual tomography and hotspot 

highs ( devoid of hotspots) extend to the south of South America and east of Asia. It 

is not clear how to relate the correlations at shallow depths with those in the deep 
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mantle. However, it does appear that degree 2 is one of the fundamental modes in 

mantle convection. This is not predicted by convection models with uniform boundary 

conditions [e.g., Tackley et al., 1993]. Hotspots do not appear to originate in mantle 

that has been cooled or blocked by slab. Previously normal mantle which has been 

cooled by subduction (fast seismic velocities) will, of course, correlate with subduction 

history. But tomography in this mantle will also correlate with hotspots, even if only 

"normal" mantle is present. Downwellings in the deep lower mantle, whether they are 

caused by slab accumulations, or are indirectly related to present or past subduction, 

will make the seismic patterns in this region correlate with hotspots. Do slabs cool 

the mantle or do plumes heat the mantle, or both? Is "normal" mantle uncooled or 

not heated? The cause and the effect must still be disentangled. 

The degree 1=6 correlation between upper mantle tomography and distribution 

of hotspots is actually a representation of correlation of distribution of cratons and 

distribution of hotspots at this degree. Figure 2.8 shows the degree 6 map of the 

craton function, which has unit value in cratonic regions and zero outside. The 1=6 

expansion has highs in most of the cratonic regions and lows in the North Atlantic, 

equatorial Atlantic, the Pacific superswell, south of New Zealand and the Afar. It 

looks very much like the 1=6 hotspot [ Cazenave et al., 1989] and dynamic topographic 

maps [ Cazenave and Thoraval, 1994] . 

This has several alternative explanations: 

1. The pattern of convection in the upper mantle is modulated by cratons; hot 

upwellings occur in complementary locations. Cratons act as cold fingers and 

perturb the thermal and geometric properties of the boundary layer. 

2. Hot upwelling mantle tends to drive cratons -away and they settle in areas of 

colder mantle. Surface plates respond passively to mantle flow. 

3. The degree 1=6 pattern of surface dynamic topography could be the result of 

hot upwellings, if cratonic "roots" have normal densities, or the result of dense 

cratonic "roots" or both. 
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Hotspot Density: degree 2 

Residual Tomography (300 km): degree 2 

SH12WM13 (2500 km): degree 2 

Figure 2. 7: Degree 2 patterns for hotspot distribution, residual tomography at 300 
km and seismic tomography at 2500 km. The dash contour area means the places 
with high number of hotspots or low seismic velocities. 
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Table 2.2: Correlations between hotspots and residual tomography at degree l=l to 
1=6 

Depth (km) 1 2 3 4 5 6 
100 -0.42 0.47 0.17 0.90 -0.03 0.36 
150 -0.47 0.79 0.19 0.72 -0.01 0.44 
200 -0.62 0.86 0.11 0.43 -0.03 0.47 
250 -0.70 0.85 0.04 0.09 -0 .04 0.45 
300 -0.80 0.83 -0.17 -0.23 -0.04 0.40 
350 -0.84 0.77 -0.34 -0.54 -0.03 0.03 
400 -0.89 0.76 -0.46 -0.72 -0.01 0.26 
450 -0.82 0.53 -0.56 -0.87 -0.08 0.36 
500 -0 .75 0.39 -0.48 -0.80 0.13 0.40 
550 -0.64 0.23 -0.43 -0.71 -0.15 0.43 
600 -0.42 0.15 -0.33 -0.68 -0.16 0.46 
650 -0.32 0.08 -0.27 -0.60 -0.05 0.44 

Cratons: degree 6 

Figure 2.8: Degree 6 pattern of craton function, which has unit value in cratonic 
regions and zero outside. The dash contour area means the places with low numbers 
of cratons. 
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4. 1=6 convection is intrinsic to the upper mantle [Tackley et al., 1993]. Cratons 

in cold regions and upwellings in complementary regions establish the phase of 

the pattern. 

Thermal instability of the lower thermal boundary layer is unlikely to be the main 

control on mantle convection. Cratons probably have long-lived "roots" extending 

to about 200 km and associated cold, high-velocity material may extend somewhat 

deeper. This is a large fraction of the depth of the upper mantle and the presence 

of thick cratons must influence mantle convection. In addition, a moving craton 

overrides cold oceanic lithosphere, placing a cold slab about 100 km thick under the 

craton. This cold dense downwelling also affects mantle convection, even after it 

settles "on the bottom." The upper mantle could be a system, cooled and dragged 

down at subduction zones and affected by lateral temperature gradients at the sur

face, with subcratonic isotherms at a deeper level than isotherms elsewhere, except 

in slabs. This general type of convection was treated by Pekeris [1935], Allan et al. 

[1967] and King and Anderson [1995]. It is quite distinct from the Rayleigh-Benard 

convection in a fluid system heated from below which forms the basis for most discus

sions of mantle convection. The mantle could be heated from below and from within 

and could also be cooled from below. 

Much attention has been focussed at 1=2 and 1=6 [e .g., Richards et al., 1988; 

Cazenave et al., 1989]. Convection in a spherical shell with phase changes or an 

increase of viscosity with depth gives a red spectrum with spectral peaks between 

1=2 and 1=6 [Bunge et al., 1996]. It has long been known that surface boundary 

conditions may act as a template for convection [e.g., Pekeris, 1935; Elsasser, 1969]. 

The 1=6 pattern of hotspots has been attributed to a natural scale of plume for

mation [Richards et al., 1988] and a characteristic of the lower thermal boundary. 

However, the strong 1=6 convection could be intrinsic to the background flow, mod

ulated by subduction history and surface boundary conditions. 
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2.6 Conclusion 

Residual tomography is calculated from seismic tomography by excluding the effects of 

oceanic lithosphere cooling, cratonic "roots" and cooling or partial melting associated 

with subducted slabs in the upper mantle. There is no correlation between 30-130 Ma 

subduction and residual tomography in the upper mantle. Residual tomography in 

the transition zone correlates with 0-30 Ma subduction, especially the subduction in 

the Kurile, Japan, Izu-Bonin, Mariana New Hebrides and Philippine trenches. This 

can be explained either by stagnant slabs beneath those trenches, or by lack of lateral 

resolution of seismic tomography in other subduction regions. Most (slightly more 

than half) hotspots appear to be in slow regions of the upper mantle. The overall 

pattern of hotspots correlates with residual tomography in the top 400 km at degree 

1=2 and 4. Correlations decrease very rapidly in the transition zone region. About 

25% of the hotspots occur in regions of the mantle which are slow down to 650 km 

depth. Hotspots also correlate with seismic tomography in the 900-1000 km region 

and the deep lower mantle at spherical harmonic degree 1=2. However, the correlation 

between residual tomography in the upper mantle and seismic tomography in the deep 

lower mantle is poor. At spherical harmonic degree 1=6, the distribution of hotspots 

correlates with the distribution of cratons and residual topography instead of residual 

tomography. Cratons may affect the locations of upwellings, thus modulating mantle 

convection, or the degree 1=6 could be intrinsic with cratons and hotspots establishing 

the pattern. Mantle convection could be a system controlled by subduction and 

modulated by near surface conditions [Elsasser, 1969]. 
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Chapter 3 Layered mantle convection: A 

model for geoid and topography 

3.1 Abstract 

The long-wavelength geoid and topography are dynamic effects of a convecting mantle. 

The long-wavelength geoid of the Earth is controlled by density variations in the 

mantle and has been explained by circulation models involving whole mantle flow. 

However, the relationship of long-wavelength topography to mantle circulation has 

been a puzzling problem in geodynamics. We show that the dynamic topography 

is mainly due to density variations in the upper mantle, even after the effects of 

lithospheric cooling and crustal thickness variation are taken into account. Layered 

mantle convection, with a shallow origin for surface dynamic topography, is consistent 

with the spectrum, small amplitude and pattern of the topography. Layered mantle 

convection, with a barrier about 250 km deeper than the 670 km phase boundary, 

provides a self-consistent geodynamic model for the amplitude and pattern of both 

the long-wavelength geoid and surface topography. 

3. 2 Introduction 

Geoid and topography are connected dynamic effects of a convecting mantle. The 

dynamic topography, caused by deep mass anomali~s, is quite different from the ac

tual observed topography, which is dominated by variations in crustal thickness and 

thermal subsidence of oceanic plates. It is difficult to correct for these variations so 

it is uncertain exactly how much of the Earth's long-wavelength topography is ac

tually due to the mass heterogeneities in the mantle. Several studies indicate that 

the smoothed topography in oceans deviates only slightly from thermal conduction 
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a: Residual Topography 1 b: Dynamic Topography 1 

c: Residual Topography 2 d: Dynamic Topography 2 

e: Observed Geoid f: Predicted Geoid 

Figure 3.1: The 1=2-3 components of residual topography corrected for crustal thick
ness variation by assuming Airy compensation in continental regions and sediment 
loads and thermal subsidence based on: 1, plate model [Stein and Stein, 1992] (a) 
and 2, half space cooling model [Marty and Cazenave, 1989] (c) in oceans, dynamic 
topography predicted by 1, model WAl(b) and 2, model WA2(d), nonhydrostatic 
geoid (e) and geoid predicted by model WAl(f). Topography and geoid are predicted 
by assuming layered mantle flow stratified at 920 km. Topography and geoid lows 
are shaded. Contours: a,b,c,d: 100 m; e,f: 20 m. 
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models (about ~ 500 m at spherical harmonic degree 1=2) [ Cazenave et al., 1989; 

Cazenave and Lago, 1991; Colin and Fleitout, 1990; Kida and Sena, 1994]. The 

small gravity signal related to cratonic regions indicates that the topographic signal 

related to cratonic "roots" is also weak. The small amplitude of dynamic topography 

is consistent with the rise and fall of continents inferred from flooding records [ Gurnis, 

1990] . The residual topography, which is the residual after removal of the topographic 

components resulting from near surface density contrasts and seafloor subsidence, can 

be expected to represent the topographic response of Earth's surface to internal loads 

of the mantle. Figures 3.la,c show degree 1=2-3 components of residual topography 

and nonhydrostatic geoid [Marsh et al., 1990]. The residual topography was provided 

by A. Cazenave. We use the residual topography corrected by the subsidence laws in 

oceanic regions: (1) by Stein and Stein [1992] (plate model), shown in Figure 3.la; (2) 

by Marty and Cazenave [1989] (half-space cooling model), shown in Figure 3.lc. Sed

iment loading is corrected as explained in Cazenave et al. [1986]. Different subsidence 

laws give basically the same pattern and range up to 30% higher for the half-space 

cooling model. Over continental regions, topography is corrected for crustal thickness 

variation [ Cadek and Martinee, 1991] assuming local Airy compensation. The largest 

source of uncertainties for the continental corrections is due to assumed crustal den

sity. A constant density of 2800 kg/m3 and a reference crustal thickness of 35 km 

are assumed. The mean residual elevation over continents is subtracted to avoid any 

baseline difference. Cazenave et al. [1989] have performed several other treatments 

for the continental correction: (1) continental elevations were set to zero; (2) plate 

boundary regions and ice sheets were excluded. They obtained very stable patterns 

at long wavelengths ( ~ 5000 km) and concluded that continental areas contribute 

negligibly to the very long wavelength residual topography. 

The long-wavelength geoid can be explained by whole mantle flow models [Hager 

et al., 1985; Forte et al., 1993; King and Masters, 1992; Ricard and Wuming, 1991], 

although there are problems with the long-wavelength dynamic topography [Hager 

and Clayton, 1989; Forte et al., 1993b; Phipps-Morgan and Shearer, 1994; Thoraval 

et al., 1995]. It is worth noting that, in the traditional geodynamic modeling of 
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the geoid, the predicted geoid anomalies are actually the summation of contribution 

of mass heterogeneities in the mantle and mass anomalies due to the dynamic to

pography caused by those mass heterogeneities in the mantle [Hager, 1984]. Both 

the geoid and topography must be explained by a mantle flow model before we can 

claim that we have a self-consistent model. Dynamic topography is difficult to model 

because the relations between seismic velocity variations and density variations are 

non-unique particularly in the upper mantle [Forte et al., 1995] and are not en

tirely thermal in nature [Jordan, 1975; Anderson and Bass, 1984]. Cratonic roots 

have high seismic velocity, but do not necessarily have high density because they are 

chemically distinct from the surrounding mantle [Jordan, 1975; Anderson and Bass, 

1984]. Most of previous modelings of topography either exclude the shallow structure 

of the mantle [Phipps-Morgan and Shearer, 1994; Thoraval et al., 1995] which is an 

important contributor to the dynamic surface topography, or put a theoretical slab 

model into the upper mantle and ignore other density anomalies [Hager and Clayton, 

1989; Hager, 1984; Ricard et al., 1993]. Here we infer mantle density from seismic 

tomography [ Su et al., 1994] in the lower mantle and residual tomography [ Wen and 

Anderson, 1997a] in the upper mantle. The residual tomography, the residual after 

removal of cratonic roots and the effects of conductive cooling of oceanic plates, is 

used since we want to isolate the dynamical response of the Earth's surface to inter

nal loads . Detailed procedures are presented elsewhere [ Wen and Anderson, 1997a]. 

With this approach, realistic subduction effects can also be included. We assume 

incompressible, self-gravitating Newtonian mantle flow [Richards and Hager, 1984] . 

The large scale structure (1=2-3) will be studied for two reasons: 1) most of the power 

of the geoid and topography is concentrated at 1=2-3 and 2) mode coupling becomes 

important at shorter wavelengths due to lateral variation of viscosity [ Richards and 

Hager, 1989; Zhang and Christensen , 1993]. We first reexamine whole mantle flow 

models and then propose a layered mantle flow model. 
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3.3 Whole mantle flow models 

Three radial mantle viscosity structures and related velocity-density scalings, inferred 

from whole mantle flow models, by Hager and Richards [1989] (HR), King and Mas

ters [1992] (KM) and Forte et al. [1993] (FPDW) are shown in Figures 3.2a-b. Those 

models are also used in the analysis of heat flow [Phipps-Morgan and Shearer, 1994]. 

These models have an increase in viscosity of about 10-30 times between the upper 

and lower mantle. The geoid kernels from these models are similar (Figure 3.2c). 

These show the effect on the geoid for a mass anomaly at a given depth. Geoid ker

nels of models KM and FPDW peak in the transition region, whereas model HR is 

more sensitive to the upper mantle. All geoid kernels are negative in the deep lower 

mantle. The geoid correlates with the seismic structure positively in the transition 

region and negatively in the deep lower mantle. The viscous flow model cannot be 

uniquely determined by geoid modeling. However, the characteristics of these geoid 

responses may be intrinsic. A successful model, whether it assumes whole mantle 

flow or layered mantle flow, should have a geoid response similar to those shown 

in order to fit the geoid. A layered mantle flow model, stratified near the 670 km 

discontinuity, would have geoid kernels insensitive to mass anomalies in the transi

tion zone region. These three models predict the geoid well from mass anomalies 

derived from seismic tomography. However, the magnitudes of predicted topography 

are much larger than observed (about 2.5-3.5 km in peak-peak amplitude). There is 

some correlation at 1=2 and no correlation at 1=3 between observed and predicted 

topography for these whole mantle flow models. This is consistent with the results of 

other recent studies [Phipps-Morgan and Shearer, 1994; Thoraval et al. , 1995; Stunff 

and Ricard, 1995]. A large amplitude dynamic topography is also predicted for the 

density model inferred from past subduction [Ricard et al., 1993]. 

It is obvious from effective topography kernels (Figure 3.2d) that current whole 

mantle convection models cannot predict both the geoid and residual topography 

simultaneously. The contribution from lower mantle heterogeneity by itself already 

exceeds the observed residual topography for these whole mantle convection models. 
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b. Velocity-density Scalings 
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Figure 3.2: Radial viscosity structure (a) and corresponding velocity-density scaling 
(alnp / aln½) (6) for three viscosity models, assuming whole mantle flow, HR [Hager 
and Richards, 1989], KM [King and Masters, 1992] and FPDW [Forte et al., 1993] 
and the preferred viscosity models in this study (WAl and WA2), which assume lay
ered mantle flow stratified at 920 km. The effective degree 2 geoid ( c) and dynamic 
topography kernels (d) for each model. These kernels are multiplied by the corre
sponding velocity-density scalings for that depth. Qualitatively, the area bounded by 
the effective topography kernel and vertical axis can be viewed as the amplitude of 
predicted dynamic topography. Note that the layered mantle flow model WA predicts 
much less dynamic topography than whole mantle flow models do. 
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This is evident also in previous work. We have attempted to find a whole mantle 

flow model that satisfies both the geoid and the dynamic topography. We use the 

above models for viscosity and assume that the velocity-density scalings are constants 

in the depth intervals 0-400 km, 400-670 km and 670 km-CMB. We attempted a 

least-squares fit to the geoid by searching over a range of velocity-density scaling 

constants. We were unable to reduce the amplitude of the predicted topography. 

We were unable to obtain a satisfactory fit to both the geoid and the topography at 

1=2,3 with whole mantle convection by performing a least-squares fit to both the geoid 

and topography. There is no correlation between residual topography and predicted 

dynamic topography at 1=3 in any case. 

3.4 The origin of dynamic topography 

The spectra of residual topography and geoid are shown in Figure 3.3a. The ampli

tude of geoid decreases much faster toward short wavelengths than that of residual 

topography. The long-wavelength signal senses deeper than short-wavelengths. For 

potential fields, the faster the spectrum decreases with inverse wavelength, the deeper 

the origin of anomalies. For example, the magnetic field comes from the core and the 

spectrum decreases much faster than the geoid and topography spectra. The differ

ent behaviors of the spectra of geoid and residual topography imply that dynamic 

topography is controlled by density variations in the shallow mantle. Thoraval et al. 

[1995] recently proposed that the undulation of the 670 km discontinuity is responsible 

for the excessive topography at the surface produced by whole mantle flow models. 

Spectral analysis is useful in discussing this possibility since it depends only on the 

viscosity model. Let us assume that whole mantle flow models predict twice as much 

dynamic topography as observed. In this case, half confirms the observation and we 

will attribute the other half to the topographic effect of the 670 km discontinuity. 

In order to produce the excess topography that we have assumed, we can quantita

tively calculate the spectral behavior of the undulation of the 670 km discontinuity 

for the various viscosity structure models. Figure 3.3b shows examples of the spectral 
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behavior of the 670 km discontinuity for viscosity models of Thoraval et al. [1995] 

and Hager and Richards [1989]. This indicates that if the undulation of the 670 km 

discontinuity is responsible for the "excess topography" predicted by whole mantle 

flow models, then the signal increases at short wavelengths for the topography at 

670 km. Geoid, topography, subduction history and seismic tomography show that 

large-scale features dominate mantle convection. It is hard to believe that small scale 

dominates for topography at the 670 km discontinuity. The spectrum of the seismo

logically inferred topography of the 670 km discontinuity [Shearer and Masters, 1992] 

is also shown for comparison. This quantitative analysis indicates that if a certain 

boundary is responsible for the "excess topography" at the surface produced by whole 

mantle flow models, this boundary cannot be as deep as 670 km. The incorporation 

of the topography of the 410 km and 670 km discontinuities into the geodynamical 

modeling also produces large amplitude surface dynamic topography [Phipps-Morgan 

and Shearer, 1994]. It is worth noting that heterogeneities in the upper 300 km 

were not included in those modelings [Phipps-Morgan and Shearer, 1994; Thoraval 

et al., 1995]. These heterogeneities, however, have significant influence on dynamic 

topography. 

It is also worth noting that explaining the pattern of the dynamic topography 

is as important as matching the amplitude of dynamic topography for a convection 

model. At 1=2, the residual topography correlates with lower mantle seismic to

mography [ Cazenave et al., 1989]. But the correlations are even better at shallow 

depths. No correlations are found in the transition zone region. The connection 

between deep mantle structure and shallow mantle structure at this degree (1=2) is 

unclear [ Wen and Anderson, 1997a] and this confuses the situation. However, the 

pattern at 1=2,3 allows us to discriminate between the various proposals for the origin 

of dynamic topography. Figure 3.4 shows the spherical harmonic degree 1=3 compo

nent of the residual topography corrected by difference subsidence laws in the oceans, 

averaged residual seismic tomography in the top 400 km and transition zone region, 

and seismic tomography in the lower mantle. There are very good correlations be

tween residual topography and shallow seismic residual tomography with topographic 
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Figure 3.3: a. The spectra of nonhydrostatic geoid [Marsh et al., 1990] and resid
ual topography [ Cazenave et al., 1989] and predicted topography by layered mantle 
flow model WA2 and whole mantle flow model HR. b. The comparison of the spec
trum of seismologically inferred topography (Topo660a) [Shearer and Masters, 1992] 
and spectra of the topography at 670 km calculated by using viscosity structure of 
TMC [Thoraval et al. , 1995] and HR [Hager and Richards, 1989], if the undulation 
of the 670 km seismic discontinuity is responsible for the excessive topography at 
the surface, produced by those models. We assume that the excessive topography is 
equal to the observed (i.e., whole mantle flow models produce twice as much dynamic 
topography as observed) . Note the different behavior. This implies that "excess to
pography" at the surface, if there is any, cannot come from as deep as 670 km. For 
comparison, spectra are normalized to degree 1=2. Note the logarithm scale. 
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lows corresponding with high velocities and topographic highs corresponding with low 

velocities. The shallow origin of residual topography can be seen clearly from the di

rect comparison of patterns of residual topography and seismic tomography. If one 

excludes the structure in the upper 300 km, it is hard to imagine that one can find 

a viscous flow model that predicts the correct pattern of dynamic topography from a 

density model inferred from seismic tomography for the rest of the mantle. 

3.5 Layered mantle flow model 

Shallow origin and small amplitude of dynamic topography have two possible expla

nations: 1) whole mantle flow with a very high viscosity lower mantle. Such a model 

would be rejected by the geoid. 2) layered mantle flow with the upper and lower part 

of the mantle mechanically decoupled. With a large viscosity jump from the upper 

to lower mantle, the Earth's surface does not respond to the mass heterogeneities in 

the lower mantle for layered mantle flow model. Fleitout [1991] pointed out that the 

magnitudes of observed surface topography and intra-plate stress is more compatible 

with a two-layer convective mantle with the lower mantle mechanically decoupled 

from the lithosphere and unable to induce tectonic stress. 

Previous discussions about possible geodynamic barriers have focused on the 670 

km discontinuity. Layered mantle convection models, stratified at 670 km , produce 

excessive topography at this boundary [Hager and Richards, 1989] or poor fits to the 

geoid [Forte et al., 1993]. The incorporation of the seismologically inferred topography 

on the 670 km discontinuity [Phipps-Morgan and Shearer, 1993] seems to rule out this 

boundary as the dividing line between shallow and deep mantle convection. Many 

regional high resolution seismic tomography studies also reveal high velocity anomalies 

below this discontinuity beneath several subduction zones [Jordan and Lynn , 1974; 

van der Hilst, 1995]. The 670 km discontinuity is primarily due to an endothermic 

phase change between the spinel and post-spinel forms of olivine [Anderson, 1967]. 

There is no requirement that compositional difference must set in at this depth. For 

example, a chemical barrier may exist deeper and be unrelated to the present position 
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a1. Residual Topography 1 a2. Residual Topography 2 

b. Residual Tomography {0-400 km) c. Residual Tomography {400-670 km) 

d. S_ 12WM13 {670 km-CMB) 

Figure 3.4: The comparison of 1=3 components among the residual topography models 
by plate model (al) and half-space cooling model (a2), averaged residual tomogra
phy [Wen and Anderson, 1997a] in 0-400 km (6), 400-670 km regions (c) and averaged 
seismic tomography [ Su et al., 1994] ( d) in the lower mantle. Note that, unlike 1=2, 
strong correlations are only found between residual topography and shallow structure. 
This also confirms the shallow origin of residual topography. Contours: a: 100 m; 
6-d: 0.15%. 
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of the spinel-postspinel phase boundary. 

There are now several independent lines of evidence for an important geodynamic 

boundary in the mid-mantle: seismic evidence for the presence and high relief of a 920 

km discontinuity [Kawakatsu and Niu, 1994; Niu and Kawakatsu, 1997]; correlations 

between subduction history in the past 130 Ma and seismic tomography at about 800-

1100 km depths in the mantle [ Wen and Anderson, 1995]; decorrelation of seismic 

tomographic models at 900-1000 km depth [Ritzwoller and Lavely, 1995] and reversal 

of thermal fluctuations at a depth of about 850 km [ Balachandar, 1995]. It is of 

interest to see if a barrier near these depths can satisfy the geoid and topographic 

data. 

We apply rheological models, similar to that of Hager and Richards [1989] (WAl, 

WA2, Figure 3.2a) . The velocity-density scaling factors (alnp /aln½) are assumed to 

be constants for the depth intervals, 0-400 km, 400-670 km and 670 km-CMB. These 

three constants are obtained by a least-squares fit to both the geoid and residual 

topography, assuming a layered mantle convection with a boundary at the 920 seismic 

discontinuity. WAl and WA2 are applied for residual topography models corrected 

by plate model and half-space model separately. 

Our best fit velocity-density scaling factors are similar to these for the whole 

mantle flow model of Forte et al. [1993] (Figure 3.2b). The effective geoid kernel is 

very similar to those of whole mantle convection models [Forte et al., 1993; King and 

Masters, 1992; Hager and Richards, 1989] (Figure 3.2c). This indicates the lack of 

uniqueness of geoid modeling in discriminating between whole mantle and layered 

mantle flow. Remarkable differences between layered mantle and whole mantle flow 

models are evident in the topography kernels (Figure 3.2d). For the whole mantle 

convection models, the topography kernels are sensitive to the whole mantle. For 

layered mantle convection models, with a viscosity jump of about a factor of 10-30 in 

the lower mantle (WAl, WA2), and chemical stratification at 920 km, the topography 

kernel is only sensitive to the upper mantle, i.e., only density anomalies in the upper 

mantle contribute to most of the dynamic topography. The lower mantle contributes 

little to the surface dynamic topography for layered mantle flow model WA2. The 
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predicted dynamic topography for layered mantle flow models, at 1=2-3, are shown 

in Figures 3.lb,d. The predicted and observed dynamic topography have highs in the 

central Pacific and southeast Africa and large depressions in Eurasia, south Australia 

and South America. At 1=2,3, the correlation coefficients between predicted and 

observed exceed the 95% confidence level for the topography corrected by the plate 

model, and exceed the 90% confidence level for topography corrected by the half

space cooling model. The predicted geoid is very similar for both models (WAl and 

WA2). Therefore, only the prediction from model WAl is presented in Figure 3.lf. 

The correlation coefficients between observed and predicted geoid exceed the 95% 

confidence level at 1=3 and the 93% confidence level at 1=2. The predictions of geoid 

and topography reproduce not only the patterns, but also the amplitudes as well. The 

spectrum of predicted dynamic topography for model WA2 is shown in Figure 3.3a. 

An example for spectral behavior of dynamic topography predicted by whole mantle 

flow model (HR) is also shown for comparison. The layered mantle convection flow 

model is more consistent with the spectral behavior of observed topography. 

The topographic relief at the 670 km endothermic phase change is a second order 

effect in geoid and topography modeling. But it is important in predicting the dy

namic topography at a deeper chemical discontinuity. We incorporate the topography 

at 670 km derived by Shearer and Masters [1992] into the calculation and assume a 

density jump of 9% [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981]. The predicted geoid changes by 

less than 10% in amplitude, and the correlations persist. There is almost no change in 

the computed topography. The predicted dynamic topography at 920 km has about 

110 km of peak-peak variation of depth, assuming a density change of 0.2 g/cm3
. 

Similar to the prediction of surface topography, layered mantle flow models also 

predict much less amplitude of dynamic topography at the CMB than whole mantle 

flow models do. Figure 3.5 shows predicted CMB dynamic topography for layered 

mantle flow model WA2. Model WAl predicts very similar pattern of the CMB 

topography with slightly different amplitude. Little topography is related to circum

Pacific regions. Most topography is related to upwelling regions. The peak-peak 

variation of predicted CMB topography is about 2 km. Whole mantle flow models 
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Predicted CMB Topography (1=1-12) 

Figure 3.5: Dynamic topography at the CMB predicted by layered mantle flow model 
WA2. A density contrast of 4.5 g/cm3 across the CMB is assumed. Topography lows 
are shaded. Contours: 200 m. 

predict at least twice as much [Forte et al., 1993; Ricard and Wuming, 1991; Hager and 

Clayton, 1989] . We obtain a second zonal harmonic deviation from the hydrostatic 

equilibrium figure, with the peak-to-valley deviation being about 550 m, in excellent 

agreement with the analysis of nutation data [ Gwinn et al., 1986]. Hager and Clayton 

[1989] predicted 2 km of excess ellipticity of the CMB. However, our results are 

inconsistent with some seismological studies [Morelli and Dziewonski, 1987; Doornbos 

and Hilton , 1989] but different studies give conflicting results [ Vidale and Benz, 1992] . 

It is also unclear how to relate dynamic topography to the actual topography at the 

CMB. 
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3.6 Discussion 

The seismic discontinuity near 920 km has about one-half the velocity jump as the 

670 km discontinuity [Kawakatsu and Niu, 1994] and it is less evident in seismic 

stacks [Revenaugh and Jordan, 1991], suggesting that it may exhibit greater topog

raphy. It should also be noted that the region of the mantle between 670 and about 

900 km is radially inhomogeneous and has therefore not been included in equations 

of state fits to the lower mantle. Convection deforms chemical boundaries and the 

high expected relief (as well as its small velocity contrast) may explain why this dis

continuity has a more checkered history of being found than the 400 and 670 km 

discontinuities. The extensive literature on a discontinuity near 900 km is reviewed 

by Anderson [1966], Revenaugh and Jordan [1991] and Kawakatsu and Niu [1994]. 

Weak reflections are sometimes reported between 1000 and 1300 km depth. It is not 

yet clear if these are actually from a single, variable depth, discontinuity. 

Although the 920 km discontinuity may represent a phase boundary, the garnet to 

perovskite transition being the most obvious candidate [Kesson et al., 1994], it may 

also represent a chemical boundary. Chemical variations between the mesosphere 

and the lower mantle below about 920 km most plausibly involve variations in MgO, 

FeO, SiO2 , Al2O3 and CaO contents. These are the major controls on density and 

seismic velocity. Assuming that these oxides are distributed between perovskites and 

magnesiowiistite, a reasonable intrinsic density difference may be of the order of 0.1 

g/cm3 . For example, a chondritic mantle, depleted of Al2O3 , MgO and CaO to form 

the crust and a fertile upper mantle will have Mg/Si about 1 (perovskite) and low Ca 

and Al in the residue. The radioactive elements will also be depleted in the residual 

lower mantle . Long wavelength lateral temperature contrasts of about 200 K would 

yield 0.2% density variations, if the thermal expansivity at lower mantle conditions is 

10-5 K-1 . This thermal density contrast is less than the intrinsic chemical contrast, 

at lower mantle pressures, inferred for upper mantle vs. plausible deep mantle com

positions [Jeanloz, 1991]. The density difference at lower mantle pressures, between 

various plausible chemical models of the upper and lower mantle ranges from 2.6 to 
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5% [Jeanloz, 1991]. This is enough to stratify mantle flow. 

An increase in SiO2 or a decrease in MgO content will tend to raise seismic veloc

ities. The effect of FeO depends on its spin state and metallic nature. Assuming that 

AbO3 stablizes the garnet structure to about 1000 km depth [Kesson et al., 1994; 

Jeanloz, 1991], and assuming further that magma extraction has depleted the lower 

mantle (presumably during accretional melting) in Al2 O3 and CaO and that the orig

inal mantle was more chondritic than the current upper mantle, then a SiOrrich and 

CaO, Al2O3-poor, and U, Th, K-poor, lower mantle is expected. The FeO-budget 

of the lower mantle depends not only on its melt extraction history but its subse

quent interaction with the core and core forming material in its early history. It is, in 

fact, difficult to imagine how a homogeneous mantle may have formed, particularly 

considering the efficient extraction of the crust-forming elements upwards and the 

core-forming elements downwards. Thermal expansion is high at upper mantle pres

sures; this plus the effects of partial melting means that compositional layers can be 

breached and potentially mixed with surrounding mantle. Pressure suppresses ther

mal expansivity and chemical discontinuities can be expected to be more permanent 

in the deep mantle. 

There are various arguments for and against stratified mantle convection. Small 

intrinsic density contrasts between layers can easily be overcome at lower pressures. 

The effect of pressure on thermal expansivity makes this more difficult at high pres

sures. Many of the arguments against stratified convection are actually arguments 

against the 670 km level being the boundary. These arguments do not apply if the 

convection interface occurs nearer to 920 km. The possibility of an important geody

namic boundary several hundred kilometers deeper than the major seismic disconti

nuity at 670 km is consistent with electrical conductivity and viscosity data, as well 

as with 1D and 3D seismic modeling. For example, the viscosity may rise rapidly be

low 800-900 km [Ivins et al., 1993]. Layered mantle convection serves to insulate the 

lower mantle and is less efficient at heat removal than whole mantle convection [ Spohn 

and Schubert, 1982]. Consequently, two-layer convection implies a lower mantle de

pleted of radioactive heat sources [Spohn and Schubert, 1982], consistent with the 
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differentiation during accretion model [Anderson, 1989]. 

3. 7 Conclusion 

The amplitude of dynamic topography predicted by previous viscosity models involv

ing whole mantle flow is much larger than observed. We are unable to find reasonable 

velocity-density scalings to fit the geoid and residual topography for whole mantle 

flow models. This is consistent with recent studies on topography [Phipps-Morgan 

and Shearer, 1994; Thoraval et al., 1995; Stunff and Ricard, 1995]. We show that 

the seismic tomography at shallow depths, once corrected for the chemical effects 

of cratonic roots and thermal cooling of oceanic lithosphere, exhibit slow velocities 

that are well correlated with uplifted regions at long-wavelengths (1=2,3). The spec

trum of residual topography also reveals the shallow origin of dynamic topography. 

The long-wavelength dynamic topography is controlled by density variations in the 

upper mantle, whereas, the long-wavelength geoid is controlled by density through

out the mantle. Layered mantle convection stratified at about 920 km provides a 

self-consistent geodynamic model in explaining the long-wavelength geoid and topog

raphy. 
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Chapter 4 Present-day plate motion 

constraint on mantle rheology and 

convection 

4.1 Abstract 

Large-scale mantle convection, to first order, is a system driven by interior density 

anomalies, modulated by variable plate thickness and extreme rheology variations at 

the top of the mantle. The rheological difference between oceanic and continental 

regions significantly influences the surface velocity. We apply a three-dimensional 

Newtonian viscous flow model to explain the large-scale present-day plate motions. 

The density anomalies are derived from seismic tomography and a slab model. With 

a viscosity difference of a factor of 30-60 between continents and oceans in the upper 

90 km of the Earth, we are able to explain both the observed large-scale poloidal 

and toroidal plate motions. The viscosity difference between continental and oceanic 

regions has major control on both the poloidal-toroidal kinematic energy partitioning 

and the pattern of toroidal motion. Nonlinear rheology can help establish toroidal 

motion. Plate motions can be explained by assuming either layered or whole mantle 

flow. In order to match the amplitude of observed plate motions, the value of the 

reference viscosity ( corresponding to that of between 400 to 670 km depth) is 1.6 x 

1021 Pas for layered mantle flow and 3.2 x 1021 Pas for whole mantle flow. However, 

the predicted net rotation of the lithosphere, from both layered and whole mantle 

flow models, is very small and cannot account for the amplitude of the net rotation 

obtained from the plate tectonic models assuming a fixed hotspot reference frame. 
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4.2 Introduction 

Plate tectonics is generally believed to be the result of mantle convection. While 

several large-scale geophysical observables, such as geoid and topography, can be 

explained in the context of mantle convection [Hager, 1984; Ricard et al., 1984; Hager 

et al., 1985; Forte et al., 1993; Wen and Anderson, 1997b], plate motions remain a 

puzzle for mantle convection. Plate motions are important in many contexts of mantle 

dynamics: 

1. They are the direct evidence of plate tectonics; only after we have established 

the relationship between observed plate-like motions and mantle convection mod

els can we understand plate tectonics in the context of mantle convection, and vice 

versa. Figure 4. la shows present-day plate motions in the hotspot reference frame 

from a plate tectonic model [ Gordon and Jurdy, 1986]. One can decompose these 

plate motions into poloidal and toroidal motions [Hager and O'Connell, 1979], or 

equivalently, divergence and vorticity [ Forte and Peltier, 1987]. Figure 4.1 b shows 

the spherical harmonic l = 1-5 components of divergence and vorticity obtained from 

the plate motions shown in Figure 4.la. Divergence is defined as 'v H · U (U is the sur

face velocity) and represents convergent (negative) or divergent (positive) motions, 

and vorticity ('v x U)· f (f is the radial unit vector) represents the shear motions 

between plates (negative corresponding to clockwise rotation). Models with radial 

symmetric viscosity structure predict poloidal motions only [Hager and O'Connell, 

1981]. Models with temperature and stress-dependent viscosity predict a small com

ponent of toroidal motion [ Christensen and Harder, 1991; Tackley, 1993; Cadek et al., 

1993; Zhang and Christensen, 1993]. The observed toroidal/poloidal ratio is close to 

unity [ O'Connell et al., 1991]. Effects on the lateral variation of viscosity in the litho

sphere have also been studied by several authors, with approximate methods [e.g., 

Ricard et al., 1988; Stewart, 1992; Ribe, 1992]. However, the origin of toroidal plate 

motion remains unknown. 

2. Plate motions are directly related to the question of the complexity of man

tle convection. Are plate-like motions controlled by some "magic" behavior of the 
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a) Present-day Plate Velocity 

b) Observed Divergence (L=1-5) 

c) Observed Vorticity (L=2-5) 

Figure 4.1: a) Surface plate velocity, b) divergence (l = l - 5), and c) vorticity 
(l = 2 - 5) of surface velocity constructed from the

0 

finite rotation poles and angular 
velocities of Gordon and Jurdy [1986] in the hotspot reference frame. See text for 
the definitions of divergence and vorticity. Positive values of divergence correspond 
to divergent motion and negative values correspond to convergent motion. Negative 
values of vorticity correspond to clockwise rotation and positive values correspond to 
counter-clockwise rotation. Regions with positive values are shaded. Contour interval 
is 1 x 10-3 rad/yr. 
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so-called "plates" which is beyond our modeling ability? Or, are plate-like motions 

controlled by mantle convection modulated by surface boundary conditions? Are the 

plates controlled by very special rheology, or is simple rheology sufficient to explain 

large-scale plate behavior? One approach is to define plate geometries a priori and 

assume plate-like ( either observed or to-be-determined) velocity as a boundary con

dition, regardless of the origin of these plate velocities [Hager and O'Connell, 1981; 

Ricard and Vigny, 1989; Gable et al., 1991; Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1995]. 

The constraint is that the forces or torques induced by the interior density anoma

lies and those caused by the imposed surface velocity are balanced at the surface of 

the Earth or at a certain depth in the mantle. Lateral variation of viscosity is usu

ally ignored. One problem with this approach is that the total stress acting on the 

plate, due to the imposed plate-like velocity, goes to infinity [Hager and O'Connell, 

1981]. One way around this dilemma is to balance the torques at a certain depth in 

the mantle [Hager and O'Connell, 1981; Gable et al., 1991]. However, the normal 

forces between plates and the average shear stress at the surface still go to infinity. 

Another way to deal with this problem is to apply a failure criterion for the litho

sphere and mathematically truncate the stress contribution at a certain harmonic 

degree [Ricard and Vigny, 1989; Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1995]. Plates are 

essentially partly moved with "the finger of God" in this approach. Another ap

proach is to invoke special rheology for the lithosphere to explain the observed plate 

motions. For example, Bercovici [1993, 1996] argues that lithosphere might have a 

special rheology with dynamic self-lubrication in order to produce plate-like motions. 

0 'Connell et al. [1991] and Olsen and Bercovici [1991] attribute the kinematic parti

tion of toroidal and poloidal motions to the geometrical effects of the existing plates. 

On other hand, Zhong and Gurnis [1995, 1996] suppose that preexisting faulted plate 

margins hold the key to the present-day plate motions. 

3. Plate motions provide important constraints on surface rheology. Unlike geoid 

and topography, which place strong constraints on the radial viscosity structure, plate 

motions place constraints more strongly on the lateral variation of viscosity. For ex

ample, weak plate margins [Lachenbruch and Sass, 1988] may have a large influence 
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on plate motions, based on two-dimensional flow models [ Gurnis, 1989]. Ribe [1992] 

predicts a substantial toroidal component of surface motions by considering a model 

in which the lithosphere is represented as a thin shell with laterally variable thick

ness, overlaying a radially symmetric mantle. 0 'Connell et al. [1991] and Ricard 

et al. [1991] claim that at least 1 order magnitude of difference of viscosity between 

continental and oceanic mantle is required to explain the observed net rotation (l = 1 

toroidal motion) of the lithosphere in a fixed hotspot reference frame. Plate motions 

can also place constraints on the absolute value of viscosity in the mantle, whereas 

geoid and topography can only constrain the relative values of viscosity. 

It is also worth mentioning that toroidal surface motion is essentially a three

dimensional problem. Any two-dimensional investigations of lateral variation of vis

cosity [e.g., Richards and Hager, 1989] would have limited application in modeling 

the toroidal motions in three dimensions. Three-dimensional models can also be 

constrained by geoid and topography. In this paper we present a new method to 

calculate three-dimensional Newtonian flow with lateral variable viscosity and test 

several rheological models for their capability of generating toroidal motions. In the 

first section we discuss briefly the new method and present several rheological models 

for a simple slab density model. We will focus on rheological models with large-scale 

variations, that is, rheological differences between continental and oceanic regions. In 

the second section we refine the density model to match geoid and surface residual 

topography [ Cazenave et al., 1989]. The density anomalies are derived from residual 

tomography [ Wen and Anderson, 1997a] and the presence of slabs in the upper man

tle and seismic tomography [Su et al., 1994] in the lower mantle. The predicted plate 

velocities are presented. We also discuss the net rotation of the lithosphere. 
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4.3 Three-dimensional Newtonian flow and model 

experiments 

4.3.1 Method 

Earth's mantle is assumed to behave as an incompressible Newtonian viscous fluid 

with negligible Reynolds number. Three sets of equations govern the mantle flow: 

Equation of continuity 

V-U=O, ( 4.1) 

where U is the velocity. 

Equations of motion at zero Reynolds number 

V · r + 5pg = 0, (4.2) 

where T is the stress tensor, 5p, the density anomaly and g, the gravitational accel

eration. 

Constitutive equation for Newtonian flow 

T = -p + 2TJE, (4.3) 

where pis the pressure, rJ, the viscosity and E, the strain rate tensor . 

The appendix gives procedures for solving these equations in spherical coordinates. 

The horizontal variations of variables are expressed in terms of spherical harmonics. 

For a radially symmetric viscosity structure, toroidal-poloidal, poloidal-poloidal and 

toroidal-toroidal equations are decoupled at every spherical harmonic degree and order 

[Kaula, 1975; Hager and O'Connell, 1981]. For a structure with lateral viscosity 

contrast, toroidal and poloidal equations are coupled and equations at every degree 

or order of the spherical harmonics are also coupled with each other. The coupling 

coefficients are presented in the appendix. If we truncate the contribution at a certain 

spherical harmonic degree (lmax) and consider the coupling effects for those spherical 
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harmonic degrees (l :::; lmax), we can reduce the above three set of equations to a 

set of linear equations. These linear equations have constant coefficients for a shell 

with the same form of lateral variation of viscosity and can be solved by standard 

propagator matrices [Gantmacher, 1960] (see appendix for details). The geoid and 

dynamic topography at various boundaries in the mantle can be easily obtained from 

zim terms in the appendix. The procedures of obtaining geoid and topography are 

presented elsewhere. 

The method has been checked by the following procedures: 

1. For radially symmetric viscosity, the solutions are in exact agreement with those 

obtained by traditional propagator matrix method [e.g., Hager and 0 1Connell, 1981]. 

2. We compare our results with those obtained by the method of Zhang and 

Christensen [1993] for the density perturbation op= sin 1rz * Y11 + Y20 and viscosity 

structure TJ = TJo exp (C * op), where C = 0.2, z = (r - ri)/(r0 - ri), r0 and ri are 

the radii of the Earth's surface and the core-mantle boundary, and T/o is the reference 

viscosity, and Y11 , Y2,0 are the normalized spherical harmonics. The correlation co

efficients between predicted divergence and vorticity by the two methods are shown 

in Figure 4.2a and the normalized spectra of predicted divergence and vorticity are 

shown in Figure 4.2b. The results obtained by the two methods are in excellent 

agreement. 

3. We compare our large-scale predictions of divergence and vorticity with those 

obtained by Ribe [1992] for a three plate model with lateral variation of viscosity in a 

shell. For comparison, we assume that the lateral variation of viscosity is confined in a 

thin shell with a thickness of 10 km and the rest of the mantle has uniform viscosity 1. 

Figure 4.3a shows the lateral variation of viscosity in the thin shell or the "stiffness" 

f = (h/a)(TJ(0, <f>)/rJ(a)-1), as defined by Ribe [1992], as a function of colatitude. The 

"stiffness" is scaled from the lateral variation of viscosity, and TJ( 0, </>) is the viscosity 

in the shell, TJ( a) is the reference viscosity, h is the thickness of the shell and a is 

the radius of the Earth. The variation of this "stiffness" is very similar to that used 

by Ribe [1992] . Mantle flow is driven by a surface density contrast of degree and 

order (l, m) = (2, ±1) in the middle mantle (r = 0.773a). The predicted divergence 
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Figure 4.2: Comparisons between the results produced by the method of Zhang and 
Christensen [1993] and those obtained by this study. The distributions of density 
anomalies and viscosity are shown in the figures. a) correlation coefficients between 
the predictions by two methods, and, b) comparison of spectra obtained by two 
methods. 
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along the meridian c/> = 0 and vorticity along the meridian ¢> = 90° are shown in 

Figures 4.3b and 4.3c. A truncation degree of lmax= 12 is used in our calculation and 

a truncation degree of lmax= 128 is used by Ribe [1992]. Thus small-scale features are 

missing in our results. Note, however, that at long wavelengths, we obtain very good 

agreement between the two methods (see Figure 8 of Ribe [1992]). 

4.3.2 Thermal models 

Oceanic lithosphere. 

Several models have been proposed to explain the heat flow and bathymetry data 

in the oceanic regions. The increase in ocean depth away from spreading centers 

varies linearly, on average, with the square root of age of the oceanic plates up to 

70-80 m.y. [ Parsons and Sclater, 1977], as predicted by both the half-space cooling 

model [Turcotte and Oxburgh, 1967] and the plate model [Parsons and Sclater, 1977; 

Stein and Stein, 1992]. The plate model can fit the average ocean data beyond 70-80 

m.y. Many mechanisms have been proposed to explain the departure of the observed 

ocean depth from the trend predicted by the half-space cooling model. For example, 

small-scale convection [Richter, 1973], hotspots [Heestand and Crough, 1981], viscous 

heating [ Schubert et al., 1976], etc. For the purpose of our study the differences be

tween these models are rather small. The forces generated by the cooling of oceanic 

lithosphere are small compared to those resulting from density variations in the man

tle. The plate model of Stein and Stein [1992] is used in the oceanic regions. The 

temperature T(x, z) as a function of distance x from the ridge and depth z below the 

seafloor is given by 

00 

T(x, z) = Tm[z/a + L Cn exp(-f3nx/a) sin(n1rz/a)], 
n=l 

where a is plate thickness (95 km), Tm is basal temperature (1450° C) and 
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Figure 4.3: Effects of large lateral variations on the surface velocity field, for a three
plate model, as defined in Ribe [1992]. a) "stiffness" J(0) or relative viscosity in a thin 
shell of thickness of 10 km; b) profile of surface divergence along the meridian </> = O; 
and c) profile of radial vorticity along the meridian 1> = 90° . Surface divergence and 
radial vorticity are shown in units of ga /'T/o• The flow is driven by a surface density 
contrast of degree and order (2, ±1) in the middle mantle. Results of Ribe [1992] are 
indicated by heavy lines. 
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Figure 4.4: Locations of present-day subduction zones. 

where thermal diffusivity r;, = k/(pmCp), k is thermal conductivity (7.5 x 10-3 cal K- 1 

cm-1 s-1 
), Pm is mantle density (3330 kg m-3 ) and Gp is specific heat (0.28 cal g-1 

K- 1 ). The thermal expansion coefficient a = 3.28 x 10-5 K-1 and the digital ocean 

age map by Muller et al. [1993] are used. Continents are assumed to be equivalent to 

ridges in terms of density in the upper 90 km. The upper 90 km is divided into nine 

layers each with thickness of 10 km. 

Density anomalies in the mantle. 

The density anomalies in the mantle are assumed to be only those related to sub

ducting slabs. The locations of slabs are shown in Figure 4.4. Slabs are assigned a 

thickness of 128 km and density contrast of 0.067 g/cm3
, regardless of age. They are 

assumed to sink vertically into the mantle and to be confined to the upper mantle. 

This slab model is expanded into spherical harmonic degrees . The upper mantle is 

divided into 11 layers of thickness 50 km. This density model in no way represents all 

the thermal anomalies in the real Earth. However, it can be used to test the viscosity 
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structure of the mantle at high spherical harmonics. 

4.3.3 Viscosity structure of the Earth 

Several mechanisms may cause lateral variations in viscosity: (1) temperature de

pendence, (2) stress dependence, and (3) chemical differences. Models of mantle 

flow with temperature-dependent viscosity in a three-dimensional Cartesian geome

try [ Christensen and Harder, 1991; Tackley, 1993] and spherical geometry [Zhang and 

Christensen, 1993] and with stress-dependent viscosity [ Cadek et al., 1993; Zhang and 

Christensen; 1993] are unable to generate sufficient toroidal energy to be compatible 

with the observations. In this study we consider temperature- and stress-dependent 

viscosity to be second-order effects in generating toroidal plate motions at the surface. 

The extreme lateral variations in viscosity probably occur at shallow depths, where 

the rheological difference of continental and oceanic regions is obvious. Figure 4.5 

shows the regionalization of continents, oceans and plate margins in the present-day 

configuration. We assume viscosity variation exists only in the upper 90 km; the 

rest of the mantle has radially symmetric viscosity structure. To resolve weak plate 

margins might require a very high truncation degree in spherical harmonic domain, 

which is very difficult for our technique to handle. Note that the number of linear 

equations grows as Z!ax and the calculation grows as l~ax· Thus we will focus on 

testing rheological models with long-wavelength variations in viscosity. One obvious 

candidate is the rheological difference between oceanic and continental regions, as is 

obvious from seismic images [e.g., Zhang and Tanimoto, 1993; Grand, 1994; Polet and 

Anderson, 1995]. All the calculations will be done with truncation degree lmax= 12, 

and we will only consider the components of degrees (l :S 5), since they are affected 

very little by neglecting the coupling effects of small-scale structures, as we will show 

later. 

We start from a very simple model with stiff "continents" overlaying a uniform 

mantle. "Continents" include thick cold cratons as well as noncratonic areas. They 

also include crust and upper mantle. "Continents," however, are assumed to have 
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Regionalization in the upper 90 km 

Figure 4.5: Regionalization of tectonic regions. The upper 90 km is divided into three 
regions: oceans (light gray), plate margins (white), and continents ( dark gray). 

uniform viscosity and uniform thickness (90 km) . Thus lateral variations in viscosity 

exist only in the upper 90 km of the mantle. The schematic representation of the 

viscosity structure is shown in Figure 4.6a. The predicted toroidal/poloidal spectrum 

ratios for this model reach about 40%. However, no significant correlations between 

predicted and observed vorticity are found (Figure 4.6a). Figure 4.6b shows results for 

a model similar to model a but with a stiff lower mantle (model b). Model b predicts 

less toroidal motion, but the correlation becomes better at degree l = 6. Overall, a 

high-viscosity lower mantle has little effect on the prediction of plate motions. The 

toroidal energy predicted by models a and b cannot account for the observations. 

Significant changes appear for the model (model c) with a weak asthenosphere 

(Figure 4.6c), which is simulated as a channel with low viscosity. Plates are decoupled 

efficiently from the rest of the mantle through this weak asthenosphere. Significant 

toroidal plate motions are predicted. As shown in Figure 4.6c, the toroidal/poloidal 

spectrum ratios are around 0.8-1.2, very close to observations. The predicted and 

observed vorticity patterns correlate well at degrees l = 2 - 6. The above model 

experiments indicate that plates with a viscosity difference between continental and 

oceanic regions can be driven by the cooling of the oceanic plates and subducting 

slabs and can move in the right direction, if they are efficiently decoupled from the 

rest of the mantle. Both the viscosity difference of the continental and oceanic regions 
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Viscosity of the Earth (model_a) 
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( a) Viscosity model for model a, where uniform viscosity mantle is overlain by stiff continents; right 
bottom figure shows the ratio of predicted spectra of surface toroidal to poloidal motions; right 
top figure shows the correlation coefficients of predicted and observed vorticity. The buoyancy 
forces are assumed to be slabs only. 

Viscosity of the Earth (model_b) 
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(b) Same as Figure 4.6a, except for model b, which has a high viscosity lower mantle. 

Viscosity of the Earth (model_c) 
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(c) Same as Figure 4.6a, except for model c, which has a high viscosity lower mantle and a weak 
asthenosphere below the lithosphere. Note the ratio of predicted spectra of toroidal/poloidal 
velocities and the good correlations between predicted and observed vorticity. 

Figure 4.6: Various viscosity models for the Earth. 
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and a low-viscosity asthenosphere are important in generating plate motions at the 

Earth's surface. 

4.3.4 Truncation effects 

The coupling effects among spherical harmonic degrees l < lmax are exactly predicted 

by our method, but the effects of small-scale structures on the large-scale predictions 

are still unknown. It is worthwhile investigating the effects of using different trunca

tion degrees (Zmax)- Very little change in the prediction of models a-c is observed. Fig

ure 4.7 shows the correlation coefficients and percentage change of spectrum between 

the predicted divergence and vorticity with truncation degree Zmax= 12 for model c 

and those with different truncation degrees. The predictions at two extreme degrees 

(l = 1, 5) are shown. The correlation coefficients are between 0.99 and 1 for both 

divergence and vorticity, and the spectra have about a maximum of 4% variations. 

This experiment indicates that, for the viscosity structure we consider, the density 

anomalies at 12 < ZmaxS 24 contribute very little to the large-scale divergence and 

vorticity. It is not surprising that the couplings between small-scale density anoma

lies and small-scale viscosity variation to the large-scale surface velocity are rather 

small because the power of both density anomalies and lateral variation of viscosity 

decrease rapidly with spherical harmonic degree l. It should be mentioned that the 

slab model has smaller scale structures than the tomographic models. The truncation 

effects are expected to be smaller for the real Earth. Considering the uncertainties of 

the density model, we believe that the prediction with truncation degree Zmax= 12, the 

highest degree of our density (tomographic) model , is good enough and will be robust 

for predicting the plate velocities at degrees l = 1 - 5. For the purpose of mimicking 

the large-scale effects of stress-dependent viscosity, we will include "weak zones" in 

the plate margins in the following calculations. It should be mentioned that trun

cation effects are larger for purely "weak zones" models than for "ocean/ continent" 

models. The purpose here is purely for mimicking the stress-dependent viscosity, 

since stresses are likely to be large at plate margins and will decrease the effective 
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Figure 4.7: Correlations and error of r.m.s with respect to predicted divergence and 
vorticity using truncation degree (lmax = 12) for those with different truncation de
grees. 

viscosities. Equivalently, we impose a gradient of stress-dependent viscosity variation 

by truncating "weak zones" at low degree. 

4.4 Geoid, topography, and plate motion constrained 

mantle convection 

In this section we refine our density model to fit the geoid and residual topography. 
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4.4.1 Refined density anomalies in the mantle 

The long-wavelength ( l = 2-3) geoid and residual topography [ Cazenave et al., 1989] 

are explained successfully by a density model derived from residual tomography [ Wen 

and Anderson, 1997a] in the upper mantle and seismic tomography in the lower 

mantle for layered mantle flow [ Wen and Anderson, 1997b]. The amplitude of residual 

topography places strong constraints on the velocity-density scaling in the shallow 

mantle. We apply the same velocity-density scalings shown in our previous model 

at l = 2 - 3. At degrees l = 4 - 9, geoid and velocity divergence correlate strongly 

with subducting slabs [Hager, 1984; Forte and Peltier, 1991]. These slab signals in 

the upper mantle are missing in the current generation of seismic tomography [ Forte 

and Peltier, 1991]. The predictions of geoid and surface velocity divergence based on 

seismic tomography are generally not good at those degrees . The density anomalies 

in subducting slabs are somewhat uncertain. We derive a hybrid density model in 

the upper mantle by adjusting the relative weights of density anomalies of subducting 

slabs and residual seismic tomography. This is similar to the approach of Forte and 

Peltier [1991], except that the residual tomography is used in the upper mantle in our 

approach. Our criterion for choice of parameters for the density models is to match 

the geoid, residual topography and surface velocity divergence with the observations. 

We need to test whether we can match the surface vorticity for a given viscosity 

structure, in terms of magnitude and pattern. 

The velocity-density scalings for degrees l = 4 - 12 are shown in Figure 4.8. The 

subducting slabs are assumed to sink vertically into the upper mantle and to be 

confined in the upper mantle (the dip angle of subducting slab is of little consequence 

at large scale; however, it does modify the inferred thickness of the slab, which, 

equivalently, is considered by changing the density contrast of the slab). The thickness 

of subducting slabs is assumed to be 128 km, corresponding to the thickness of a 

vertically sinking mature slab. The density contrasts in different subduction zones 

are listed in Table 4.1. The degree l = 4-12 components of this slab model are used. 
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Figure 4.8: Velocity-density scalings at l = 4-12 for models assuming layered mantle 
flow (LM) and whole mantle flow (WM). These scalings for model (LM) are obtained 
by matching the amplitude of observed geoid and residual topography; and those for 
model (WM) are obtained by matching the amplitude of geoid only. 

Table 4.1: Density contrast of slabs (10-3 g/cm3) 

Subduction Zone LM WM 
Java 32 18 

New Her brides 118 80 
Tonga 16 64 

Mariana 32 18 
Ryukyu 45 18 
Kurile 45 18 

Aleutian 45 45 
Middle America 32 64 

Caribbean 32 64 
Peru-Chile 110 96 
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The Earth is divided into 43 layers: 9 layers in the upper 90 km with thickness of 

10 km, 12 layers in the rest of the upper mantle , and 22 layers in the lower mantle. We 

test two models for mantle convection: layered mantle and whole mantle flow. Again, 

all the calculations are done with truncation degree Zmax= 12 and only prediction at 

degrees l = l - 5 will be discussed. 

4.4.2 Buoyancy driven plate motions 

The layered mantle convection model used here is the same as we used in explain

ing the long.:.wavelength geoid and residual surface topography [ Wen and Anderson, 

1997b], except that now there is strong lateral variation of viscosity in the upper 90 

km of the mantle. The schematic representation of viscosity structure is shown in 

Figure 4.9, where both the viscosity contrast between continental and oceanic regions 

and "weak zones" are considered. The magnitude of the viscosity contrast between 

continental and oceanic regions is chosen by matching the ratio of the predicted vor

ticity and divergence to those observed. Mantle flow is assumed stratified at 920 km, 

rather than at 670 km. There is little difference in this case, however, for the present 

purposes. 

The predicted divergence and vorticity of surface velocity (Figures 4.lOa-4.lOc) 

agree well with the observations. The divergent motions at ridges and convergent 

motions at subduction zones and the magnitudes of those rates are well predicted 

(see Figure 4.lb). The clockwise rotation along the San Andreas fault, Aleutian 

trench, Ryukyu-Kurile trench, south of south America and South Africa and counter

clockwise rotation in north Australia, boundary between North America and Cocos 

plates and circum-Pacific regions and the magnitude of those rotations are also well 

predicted by our model. The correlation coefficients between predicted surface diver

gence and vorticity with those observed are shown in Figure 4.11. There are good 

correlations up to l = 10 for surface divergence, up to l = 6 for surface vorticity. The 

breakdown at degree l = 6 could be due to the neglect of density anomalies at degrees 

l > 12. Since vorticity results from coupling of modes and divergence is mostly caused 
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Figure 4.9: Viscosity model used to predict surface velocity field, assuming layered 
mantle flow, stratified at 920 km. For the model assuming whole mantle flow, the 
relative effective viscosity of "continents" is 30. 
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a) Predicted Divergence (LM) {L=1-5) b) Predicted Divergence (WM) {L=1-5) 

c) Predicted Vorticity (LM) {L=2-5) d) Predicted Vorticity (WM) {L=2-5) 

Figure 4.10: Predicted divergence (l = 1 - 5) and vorticity (l = 2 - 5) for surface ve
locity field for models assuming layered (LM) and whole (WM) mantle flow. Regions 
with positive values are shaded. Contour interval is 1 x 10-s rad/yr. 

by the density at the same mode, truncation affects the prediction of vorticity more 

than that of divergence. The reference viscosity ( corresponding to the viscosity in 

400 - 670 km depth interval) is 1.6 x 1021 Pa s for the layered mantle flow model. 

The predicted divergence and vorticity assuming whole mantle flow are also shown 

in Figures 4.10b and 4.10d. The density contrasts in different subduction zones are 

listed in Table 4.1 and the velocity-density scalings are shown in Figure 4.8. This 

density model is only constrained by geoid data. The predictions do not match 

the observations as well as those assuming layered mantle flow. This is because 

significant contribution comes from density anomalies in the lower mantle, which 

have less correlation with the surface divergence. Of course, one can argue that 

seismic tomography in the lower mantle suffers the same problem as those we claim 

in the upper mantle, and one can apply the same corrections as we do in the upper 

mantle. One can probably find a different viscosity structure to make the surface 

velocity more sensitive to the upper mantle anomalies. The fitting of divergence and 
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those predicted for model LM, assuming layered mantle flow. 
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Figure 4.12: Kernels for surface poloidal and toroidal motions for a density load Y2° 
in the mantle. The viscosity models are the same as those used in Figure 4.10. 

vorticity can then be improved significantly. The magnitude of the predicted surface 

velocity does not constrain the style of mantle convection since it is scaled by the 

reference viscosity, which is not known exactly. The relative viscosity of" continents" 

( top of the upper mantle) with respect to that of" oceans" is chosen to be 30 in order 

to match the power of toroidal and poloidal motions. The reference viscosity is now 

3.2 x 1021 Pa s, twice that which was used for layered mantle flow model. 

The poloidal and toroidal velocity kernels are shown in Figure 4.12 for the viscosity 

structures used to predict the divergence and vorticity in Figure 4.10. Those kernels 

represent the responses of surface poloidal and toroidal motions at certain spherical 
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harmonic degrees and orders for a Y2,0 load at a certain depth. Only responses at some 

modes are shown in the figure as an illustration. Besides a pronounced contribution 

to Y2,0 divergence, significant contributions can also be found at other modes. On 

the other hand, little contribution is found at degree l = 2 for vorticity. Significant 

contributions come from the density anomalies in the upper mantle region for both 

layered mantle and whole mantle flow models . 

It should be clarified that, in the above models, it is the viscosity difference be

tween continental and oceanic regions, not the "weak zones," that controls the main 

feature of the predictions. Figure 4.13 shows the predicted surface divergence and 

vorticity for the density and viscosity models, used in Figures 4.10a and 4.10c, except 

that no "weak zones" are included. The main features of observed vorticity are well 

predicted, although the correlations between observations and predictions are slightly 

lower than those from models with weak plate margins. Models with "weak zones," 

with this truncation degree lmax= 12, only predict a small portion of the observed 

vorticity. 

4.4.3 Net rotation of the lithosphere? 

The plate reconstruction models by Gordon and Jurdy [1986] and model AMl-2 

by Minster and Jordan [1978] are based on the assumption that hotspots are fixed 

and they use the hotspot reference frame. There are significant net rotation motions 

of lithosphere with respect to hotspots for both models. The net rotation reaches 

0.11 degree/m.y. around a pole situated at 37°E and 40°S for the model by Gordon 

and Jurdy [1986] and 0.26 degree/m.y. around 68°E and 53°S for the model AMl-

2 [Minster and Jordan, 1978]. This differential net rotation is sometimes interpreted 

as the net rotation of the lithosphere with respect to the lower mantle. 

The rigid body rotation of the Earth is unconstrained by viscous flow . However, 

the differential net rotation of Earth's surface with respect to other parts of the 

mantle is constrained. The predicted net rotation ( degree l = l component of toroidal 

motion) of the lithosphere with respect to the core-mantle boundary for each model 
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a) Predicted Divergence (LM) (L=1-5) 

b) Predicted Vorticity (LM) (L=2-5) 

Figure 4.13: Same as those in Figures 4.lOa,c for model LM, except that plate margins 
have same viscosity as oceans, i.e., only the viscosity contrast between "continents" 
and "oceans" is present in the upper 90 km. 
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used in Figure 4.10 is very small (about 1% of observed net rotation with respect 

to hotspots). This is also true for the net rotation of the lithosphere with respect 

to other internal boundaries in the mantle and for the convection models assuming 

layered mantle or whole mantle flow. The predicted net rotation certainly depends on 

the viscosity models. The lateral variation of viscosity in the deep mantle will have 

significant effects on the net rotation of the Earth's outer shell. It is unclear, at this 

stage, whether temperature- and stress-dependent rheology in the deep mantle can 

produce the net rotation of the Earth's surface, as observed in the hotspot reference 

frame, or whether the concept of fixed hotspots is in error. 

4.5 Discussion 

Although large-scale observed poloidal and toroidal plate motions are well predicted 

by our model, we have ignored such effects as temperature-dependent viscosity, non

linear rheology and compressibility in the deep mantle. The lateral variations of 

viscosity in the deep mantle will certainly affect the prediction, although they are 

unlikely to be very important in predicting surface plate motions [ Zhang and Chris

tensen, 1993]. It should also be kept in mind that our model is simplified. For 

example, the thickness of the plate is purely an assumption, and there are many pos

sible explanations about the causes of the rheological difference between continental 

and oceanic regions: 

1. The viscosity difference between continental and oceanic regions shown in our 

model could be a reflection of different depths of the lithosphere beneath continental 

and oceanic regions. The viscosity contrast between continental and oceanic regions 

is the integrated effect of crust and top of the upper mantle. 

2. The viscosity difference between continental and oceanic regions could be the 

effects of presence of cratons in the continental regions (integrated effects of cratons 

and younger areas). Cratons appear cold and extend deep in the mantle [Polet and 

Anderson, 1995]. They also affect temperatures and convection in the underlying 

mantle. Future study on short-wavelength plate motions might help distinguish this 
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possibility. 

3. The viscosity beneath continental regions is large compared with that beneath 

oceanic regions. Viscosity is controlled by composition, temperature, volatile content, 

and extent of partial melting. It is unclear, at this stage, how those factors affect 

viscosity. 

Although the interpretation of our results has ambiguities, the viscosity contrast 

between continental and oceanic regions is necessary to produce the correct pattern 

of toroidal plate motions. We tested rheological model with oceans having 60 times 

higher viscosity than continents. Not only are no correlations found between predicted 

and observed vorticity, but correlations between predicted and observed divergence 

are degraded significantly. 

It is important, for the study of mantle convection, to take into account a realistic 

distribution of surface geology and density anomalies. Despite the simplicity of our 

model, it can provide considerable insight into some important aspects of the study 

of the mantle convection: 

1. The shallow mantle seems to be very important in controlling mantle dynamics. 

Density anomalies at shallow depths contribute significantly both to plate velocity 

(Figure 4.12) and dynamic surface topography [ Wen and Anderson, 1997b]. The 

lateral variations of viscosity at shallow depths appear to be important in controlling 

the plate velocity at the surface of Earth. The complexity of the shallow mantle still 

needs to be sorted out. 

2. Large-scale plate motions can be explained in terms of mantle convection with 

simple rheologies. The observed plate motions are controlled by mantle rheology and 

should not be treated as boundary conditions in modeling of mantle convection. With 

improving knowledge and confidence about the interior structure of the Earth and 

with more computational power, it should be possible to predict small-scale plate 

motions. 

3. Since the model presented here is dynamically self-consistent and can account 

for the normal forces across the plate boundaries, it will be useful for detailed study of 

intraplate stresses and mantle driving forces . The observation of intraplate deviatoric 
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stress will place strong constraints on the dynamics of the mantle. 

4. It is possible, by applying the model presented here, to realistically simulate 

self-consistent, time-dependent mantle convection and compare with geophysical and 

geological observations such as past plate reconstructions, sea level change, etc. 

4.6 Concluding remarks 

1. We have provided a convective explanation for the present-day plate kinematic 

observations as well as for the toroidal/poloidal ratio. Large-scale plate motion is the 

result of mantle convection driven by internal density anomalies and modulated by 

extreme lateral variation of viscosity near the surface. Continental area, the distribu

tion of" continents," and the length and distribution of subduction zones appear to be 

important in controlling the directions and magnitudes of the surface plate velocities. 

Convection can drive the plates at the right magnitudes and directions suggested by 

plate tectonic models. 

2. The viscosity contrast between continental and oceanic regions, broadly defined, 

is the major control on the surface velocity field. Both layered mantle and whole 

mantle convection models, with continental regions having an effective integrated 

viscosity about 30-60 times larger than oceanic regions (assuming 90 km thick plates), 

are able to predict the correct patterns of surface poloidal and toroidal velocities and 

can account for the observed ratio of poloidal-toroidal motion. Weak asthenosphere 

tends to decouple the plates from the rest of the mantle and reinforces the generation 

of surface toroidal motion. To first order, large-scale mantle convection may be a very 

simple system governed by Newtonian or stress-dependent viscosity flow with radial 

and lateral variations of viscosity due to chemical or rheological differences. 

3. The reference viscosity ( corresponding to that of the 400 - 670 km depth 

interval) is 1.6 x 1021 Pa s assuming layered mantle flow and 3.2 x 1021 Pa s for 

whole mantle flow. 

4. Mantle convection models, with lateral viscosity contrasts between continental 

and oceanic regions, predict very little net rotation of the lithosphere with respect to 
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the rest of the mantle, which is not consistent with plate tectonic models using the 

hotspot reference frame . 
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Chapter 5 A two-dimensional P-SV 

hybrid method 

5.1 Abstract 

A P-SV hybrid method is developed for calculating synthetic seismograms involving 

two-dimensional localized heterogeneous structures. The finite-difference technique 

is applied in the heterogeneous region and generalized ray theory solutions from a 

seismic source are used in the finite-difference initiation process. The seismic mo

tions, after interacting with the heterogeneous structures, are propagated back to the 

Earth's surface analytically with the aid of the Kirchhoff method. 

5.2 Introduction 

The core-mantle boundary (CMB) and adjacent regions play a fundamental role in the 

mantle and core dynamics and resolving the lateral variations of seismic structure in 

this region is crucial to understanding the region's thermal, chemical and dynamical 

behavior. Many seismological observations have suggested the existence of small 

scale heterogeneities in the lowermost mantle. For example, the decay rate of the 

diffracted P waves [Alexander and Phinney, 1966] and the precursors to PKP [ Cleary 

and Haddon, 1972; Cormier, 1995] have been interpreted as results of scattering 

by seismic heterogeneities in the lowermost mantle, although the precise nature of 

those scatterers has not been known. Doornbos [1976, 1978, 1988] show that the 

topographic relief of the core-mantle boundary with scale lengths of about 10-20 km 

and an amplitude of several hundred meters offers an equally feasible explanation for 

the observed precursors to PKP phase. The complexities of SKS and SPdKS phases 

sampling non-circum-Pacific regions in the core-mantle boundary region have been 
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interpreted in term of the presence of ultra low velocity layers just above the core

mantle boundary, with a thickness of tens of kilometers [ Garnero et al., 1993; Garnero 

and Helmberger, 1995, 1996; Helmberger et al., 1996]. The presence of a low seismic 

velocity layer is also invoked to explain the precursor to the PcP phase recorded 

in California from events in Fiji [Mori and Helmberger, 1995]. Rapid variation of 

waveforms of those phases from event to event strongly suggests that these structures 

rapidly vary with length scales which are very small compared to the length of the 

ray path. 

Both numerical and analytical methods have difficulties in handling this type of 

wave propagation. Numerical methods (e.g., finite-difference [Alterman and Karal, 

1968; Boore, 1972; Virieux, 1984] and finite element [Lysmer and Drake, 1972]) re

quire massive computer memory and have been limited to wave propagation at small 

distances and to low frequency modeling [e.g., Igel and Weber, 1996], even though 

they can handle wave propagation in heterogeneous media. Analytic methods ( e.g., 

the generalized ray theory [Helmberger, 1968], the WKB method [ Chapman, 1976] 

and the reflectivity method [Muller, 1985]), on the other hand, can only deal with 

one-dimensional models. Even though some modifications of these methods enable 

them to deal with wave propagation in dipping layered structures [Hong and Helm

berger, 1978] or smooth boundary structures [Helmberger et al., 1996; Liu and Tromp, 

1996], these methods cannot be applied to wave propagation in heterogeneous media. 

In this chapter, we combine advantages of both numerical and analytical methods 

and develop a hybrid method by applying a finite-difference technique in heteroge

neous regions and analytical methods outside. The generalized ray theory solutions 

are interfaced with the finite-difference calculation and synthetic seismograms at the 

Earth's surface are obtained from interfacing the output of the finite-difference cal

culation with WKB Green's functions using Kirchhoff theory. The staggered grid 

finite-difference scheme [ Virieux, 1986] is used to handle the fluid-solid interface. 
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5.3 A two-dimensional P-SV hybrid method com-

bining generalized ray theory, finite-difference 

technique, WKB and Kirchhoff theory 

The P-SV wave propagation problem is illustrated in Figure 5.la, where we assume the 

Earth flattening approximation. The heterogeneous region is bounded by a box, where 

a finite-difference technique is applied. The generalized ray theory (GRT) solutions 

are interfaced with the finite-difference (FD) calculation in the shaded regions in 

Figure 5.1 b. The wavefields are output from the finite difference calculation just below 

the core-mantle boundary, which are indicated by empty triangles. The solutions in 

solid triangles are calculated directly by the generalized ray theory, since those regions 

are affected very little by the presence of heterogeneities. The synthetics at the surface 

of the Earth are obtained by applying the Kirchhoff method to interface the output 

of receivers (triangles in Figure 5.la) with WKB Green 's functions . Interfacings of 

these motions are discussed in the next two subsections. 

5.3.1 GRT-FD interfacing 

Shtivelman [1985] and Emmerich [1989] present one way to handle the interfacing 

between the finite-difference technique and the analytical method by dividing the 

finite difference region into two regions. The situation is slightly different here. The 

left boundary requires special treatment as well. 

The staggered-grid scheme is used for finite-differencing the P-SV wave equa

tions [ Virieux, 1986; Levander, 1988]. Finite-difference grids are illustrated in Fig

ure 5.lb, where vertical and horizontal velocities are indicated by triangles and circles, 

and normal and shear stresses are represented by diamonds and squares. The finite 

difference grids are divided into three regions, separated by the dashed lines in Fig

ure 5.lb: 

1. Total: where the whole wavefields are calculated. The heterogeneity is only 

present in this region. 
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Figure 5.1: a) Schematic illustration of interfacings of the hybrid method. The het
erogeneous regions are assumed to be confined inside the small box, where the finite
difference technique is applied. Generalized ray theory is used to calculate wave 
propagation from the source to the finite-difference region and synthetic seismograms 
at the Earth's surface is obtained by integrating convolutions of the output from the 
source-side along the line represented by triangles and the Green's function from the 
receiver-side at the same positions. The source-side output in positions represented 
by filled triangles is calculated by the generalized ray theory; that in positions repre
sented by empty triangles is obtained from the finite-difference calculation. b). The 
division of the finite-difference region. The finite-difference region is divided into three 
parts, where different wave fields are calculated (see t ext for detailed explanations). 
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2. Reflected: where reflected wavefields are calculated. The reflected waves are 

defined as the reflections from the heterogeneous region (i.e., energy propagating 

upward), due to the incident wave. 

3. Scattered: where scattered wavefields are calculated. Scattered wavefields are 

defined as the scattering due to the presence of the heterogeneities (i.e., energy 

propagating leftward). For an one-dimensional model, these wavefields are zero. 

Let the incident wavefield be I0 , the one-dimensional solution of the wavefield 

be T0 , the reflected wavefield due to the one-dimensional model be R0 , the whole 

wavefield be T, the reflected wavefield be Rand the scattered wavefield be S. I, T, R 

and s are either velocities ( Ux, Uz) or stresses ( Txx, Tzz, Txz)- There are general 

relationships among S, I, T and R, namely 

1. T = I0 + R; or R = T - I0 ; 

2. S = T-T0 ; or T = S + T0 ; 

3. S = R- R0 ; or R = S + R0 . 

The finite-difference schemes are applied directly in those reg10ns, since wave

fields in those regions satisfy the wave equations individually. The explicit numerical 

schemes of fourth order in space and second order in time [Levander, 1988] are ap

plied in the interior of those regions, whereas those of second order in space and 

time [ Virieux, 1986] are used for the grid points indicated by filled symbols in Fig

ure 5.lb, where special treatments are required. For example, in order to calculate 

the reflected shear stresses ( Txz) at n = 3 ( filled squares), the reflected horizontal 

velocities (ux) at n=3 (filled circles) are required. The horizontal velocities (ux) in 

those positions, however, are the whole wavefields as defined above. On the other 

hand, in order to calculate the whole horizontal velocities (ux) at n=3 (filled circles), 

the whole shear stresses (rxz) at n=3 (filled squares) are required. The shear stresses 

Txz at those positions, however, are the reflected wavefields as defined above. The 

whole shear stress ( Txz ) and reflected horizontal velocities ( ux) can be obtained by 
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using the above three relationships among I, R, Sand T. The explicit finite difference 

formulations at those special regions are presented in the appendix. 

5.3.2 Generalized ray theory 

10 , Ro and T 0 can be calculated by the generalized ray theory [Helmberger, 1983]. 

With small modifications for a line source, the potentials for a receiver in a medium 

with a stratified velocity structure are: 

P-waves: 

SY-waves: 

where 

l n l dp 
V13 (t) = -[I:Im(- IT(p)-d )i], 

7r i=l T//3 t 

p = ray parameter, 

D(t) = far-field time function, 

IT (p) = product of the transmission and reflection coefficients, 

I: = summation over contributing rays, 

T/{3 = ((3-2 _ p2)½, T/a = (a-2 _ p2)½_ 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

The orientation constants Aj and source radiation patterns Cj, sv;-, are defined 

in Helmberger [1983]. From the relationships between stresses and displacements: 
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where u and w are the x- and z- components of displacement, receiver functions for 

converting potentials to velocities and stresses are: 

for velocities: 

for stresses: 

S2€rJa 

Rpr,,,, = s2((>. + 2µ)p2 + >.ry;) 

RPTzz = s2(>.p2 + (>. + 2µ)ry;) 

RPTxz = s2(-2€µPrJa) 

Rsr,,,, = s2(-2€µprJ(3) 

Rsrzz = s2(2EµprJf3) 

Rsr,,. = s2µ(ryj - p2) 
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upgomg ray 

downgoing ray 

Horizontal velocities calculated by the GRT-FD interfacing and those from GRT 

for an incident SV wave on the one-dimensional PREM reference model [ Dziewonski 

and Anderson, 1981] show an excellent agreement in terms of both waveshape and 

absolute amplitude (Figure 5.2). The left panel shows a comparison of synthetics for 

receivers indicated by squares and the right panel for receivers indicated by triangles. 

All traces are plotted to the same scale. Two primary phases are produced by the 

interaction of the incident SV wave with the core-mantle boundary, namely an S to 

P reflection and an S to S reflection. The P-wave from the former reflection becomes 

a head-wave and diffracts into the core. Note that the diffracted P phase is small for 

PREM. 

5.3.3 Kirchhoff interfacing 

For any two functions: u and w, there exists a relationship: 

(5.3) 

D is enclosed by r, n is outward directed normal to r, dl is the line integral along 

r and dA is the areal integral in D. 

The wavefield potential ( Q), for a seismic wave propagating in a two-dimensional 

whole space, satisfies the following equation: 

where v is either P or SV wave propagational velocity. The Laplace transform of the 

above equation over time yields: 
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of horizontal velocities obtained by the generalized ray theory 
(heavy lines) and the hybrid method (light lines) with a source depth of 500 km. The 
epicentral distance of the vertical cross section is 1000 km and the separation of 
vertical receivers is 8 km. The separation of horizontal receivers is 55 km. PREM 
is used for the calculation and the Earth flattening approximation is applied. All 
seismograms are plotted to the same scale. 
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2 
2 s -(v - -)Q = o v2 

The Green's function ( G) for a line source, by definition, satisfies: 

2 

(V2 
- ~ )G = 5(x - x')5(z - z') 

v2 (5.4) 

Inserting G and Q into equation 5.3, we have 

= J fn Q5(x - x')5(z - z')dA 

that is, 

(5 .5) 

In this study, the integration is along a straight line just below the core-mantle 

boundary, G is calculated by WKB technique [ Chapman, 1976] and Q is output from 

the GRT-FD interfacing for regions indicated by solid triangles and directly from the 

generalized ray theory, for regions indicated by empty triangles in Figure 5.1. 

Since Q only applies to a P or an SV wave, it is necessary to separate the responses 

of P and SV waves from the output of the finite-difference calculation. P and SV 

responses can be separated based on displacements and stresses output from the 

finite-difference calculation: 
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where u is displacement and ¢ and 'I/; are the potentials for P and SV waves respec

tively. Note that 

v x (v x u) 

v(v2¢) 
1 82 \J cp 

a2 fJt2 
l [J2iJ,P 
---
a2 fJt2 

V X (v X V X 'l/;ez) 

\J X (v(v. 'I/;~) - V 2'l/;ez) 
1 [J2'lj; .... 

- V x(f32 fJt2 ez) 

1 fJ2(\J X 'I/;~) 
(32 fJt2 

1 02Us 
----

(32 fJt2 

(5 .6) 

(5.7) 

Thus, Qin equation (5.5) can take the forms of v(v · u) and V x (v x u), which 

are equivalent to accelerations caused by P and SV waves respectively. V ( V · u) and 

V x (V x u) can be obtained from the displacements and stresses output from the 

finite-difference calculation. 

V(V · u) and its z- derivative calculated by GRT and those obtained by the 

FD-GRT interfacing show an excellent agreement (Figure 5.3). Again, all traces are 

plotted to the same scale and PREM is assumed. 

The point source solution can be obtained by correcting the line source response [e.g., 

Stead and Helmberger, 1988]: 
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of quantities v(v · U)x and ddz (v(v · U)x) obtained by 
the generalized ray theory (light traces) and the hybrid method (heavy traces). All 
synthetics are plotted to the same scale. The receivers are indicated in Figure 5.2. 

2 1 d 
Upoint = ~ + VX y't * dt Uline (5.8) 

where R and x are the total and horizontal distances respectively. 

For Earth models similar to PREM, SV wave reaches a critical angle at the core-

mantle boundary and bifurcates into an SKS and a diffracted P (SPdKS) propagating 

along the boundary at a distance of about 106° [Choy, 1977](Figure 5.4). Synthetics 

waveforms obtained from the GRT-FD-Kirchhoff interfacing and those by the gener

alized ray theory show reasonable agreement except the difference in the frequency 

content of the SPdKS phase at large distances (Figure 5.4). The discrepancy is 

caused by the lack of long period diffracted energy obtained from the WKB synthet

ics [Chapman and Orcutt, 1985; Helmberger et al., 1996]. The difference becomes less 

noticeable when SPdKS contributions dominate the synthetics for models with ultra 

low velocity zones (ULVZ) . 
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Raypaths of SKS, SPdKS, SKPdS 
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Figure 5.4: Ray paths of SKS-SPdKS phases and comparison of SKS-SPdKS synthet
ics obtained by the generalized ray theory and the hybrid method. Synthetics have 
been convolved with the long period instrument response of the world-wide standard 
seismic network (WWSSN) with t* = 1 and a trapezoidal source time function (1 ,1,1). 
All traces are self normalized. PREM and a source depth of 500 km are used for the 
calculation. The shaded area is the finite difference region. 
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5.4 Conclusion 

A two-dimensional P-SV hybrid method is developed, which combines generalized ray 

theory, finite-difference, WKB and the Kirchhoff theory. The generalized ray theory 

solutions are interfaced with the finite-difference calculation and synthetics at the 

surface of the Earth are obtained by integrating convolutions of the output from a 

finite-difference technique with WKB Green's functions by applying the Kirchhoff the

ory. Since the finite-difference technique is applied in the heterogeneous region only, 

the hybrid method takes much less computer memory and has wide applications for 

high-resolution studies of localized structures. The comparisons of the hybrid method 

seismograms with the generalized ray theory seismograms yield good agreement. 
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Chapter 6 Ultra-low velocity zones from 

SKS and SPdKS /SPKdS phases 

6.1 Abstract 

Anomalous long-period SKS-SPdKS observations, sampling a region near the core

mantle boundary beneath the south-west Pacific and Iceland, are modeled with the 

hybrid method. Localized structures just above the core-mantle boundary, with lat

eral dimensions of 250 to 400 km, can explain even the most anomalous data observed 

to date if S-velocity drops up to 30% are allowed for a P-velocity drop of 10%. Struc

tural shapes and seismic properties of those anomalies are constrained from the data 

since synthetic waveforms are sensitive to the location and lateral dimension of seis

mic anomalies near the core-mantle boundary. Some important issues, such as the 

density change and roughness of the structures and the sharpness of the transition 

from the structures to the surrounding mantle, however, remain unresolved due to 

the nature of the data. 

6. 2 Introduction 

SKS-SPdKS waveforms are very sensitive to the localized structures near the core

mantle boundary and provide ideal localized samplings of these structures. In the 

meantime, the almost identical ray paths of SKS and SPdKS in the mantle (Fig

ure 5.4) and the nearly homogeneous outer core structure minimize the uncertainties 

of waveform modeling due to crust and mantle heterogeneities and seismic source 

radiation pattern. 

Figure 6.1 displays a sample of anomalous SKS-SPdKS waveforms, recorded at 

long period WWSSN stations in North America, for two Fiji and one Kermadec 
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events. The large relative time lags of SPdKS phases with respect to SKS and the 

small critical distance for SKS are obvious in the data, as opposed to the predictions 

(dashed lines) from PREM (Figure 6.1). The arrival times in the average data can be 

fit by a model with a 10% drop of P-velocity at the mantle's base ( dotted line) [ Car

nero and Helmberger, 1996]. Contrary to those predicted by PREM, the diffracted 

SPdKS phases at some distances ( e.g., 110°) become strong geometrical arrivals if a 

low velocity layer is present just above the core-mantle boundary [Helmberger et al., 

1996]. The considerable variation of observed waveforms has been modeled in terms 

of ultra low velocity layers at the bottom of mantle with variable layer thicknesses 

ranging from 5 to 40 km, drops in P and S velocities of 10%, and the density of 

PREM [ Carnero and Helmberger, 1996]. If the low velocity layer, however, is caused 

by partial melting, an S velocity drop of about 30% will be expected for a P velocity 

drop of 10% [ Williams and Carnero, 1996]. In that case, the converted S to P phase 

at the upper boundary of ultra low velocity layers becomes discernible in synthet

ics, unlike the data. Unless the thickness of the layer is less than about 10 km, the 

separation in timing between the SKS and the converted phases is small and not ob

servable at long-period waveforms [ Carnero and Helmberger, 1997]. Models with flat 

layers encounter a further conceptual problem when the waveform variation continues 

down to small scales, as documented by Carnero and Helmberger [1997]. Essentially, 

to match the waveforms requires that the variation in layer thickness approaches 

the lateral sampling separation, in violation of Huygen's principle. Moreover, some 

very anomalous records, such as those labeled by the dots in Figure 6.1, remain unex

plained with current modeling techniques. Given these modeling difficulties and large 

velocity variations, it appears particularly important and necessary to investigate the 

effects of non-planar structures by numerical methods, as strongly suggested by the 

rapid variations of the observed waveforms. In this chapter, we perform SKS-SPdKS 

waveform sensitivity studies for various two-dimensional structures in the first part 

and model the Fiji and Iceland data in the second part. 
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Figure 6.1: Observed SKS-SPdKS seismograms for 2 Fiji and 1 Kermadec events and 
predicted arrivals of SKS and SPdKS phases for PREM ( dashed lines) and a model 
with a P velocity drop of 10% at the mantle's base (solid lines). 
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6.3 Sensitivity studies 

In this section, we explore the waveform complexity produced by various two-dimensional 

structures. To reduce the parameter space, we consider mostly simple dome-shaped 

structures just above the core-mantle boundary. These structures produce waveforms 

best fit to the data. In most cases, we adopt an 1 to 3 ratio of P and S velocity 

drops of the seismic anomalies, which is favored on the physical ground of partial 

melt [ Williams and Gamero, 1996], although other values of this ratio are also con

sidered. We examine effects of various dimensions (in height and width), seismic 

parameters and position. 

We begin by exploring effects of dome curvature for an impinging SV wave . The 

dome is assumed to have a P-velocity reduction of 10%, an S-velocity reduction of 

30% and a density increase of 20%, with respect to PREM. These parameters are 

obtained by assuming a partial melting origin [ Williams and Garnero, 1996]. PREM 

is used elsewhere. The dome starts just before the SV wave reaches the critical angle 

at about 770 km and ends at 1043 km (Figure 6.2a). Figure 6.2b shows the important 

phases for generating the SPdKS-SKPdS phase at the surface of the Earth. SKPdS 

is formed as an SSK wave on the source side and a KPdS wave on the receiver side 

of the mantle and SPdKS is formed as an SPdK and an SPK on the source side 

and a KS on the receiver side of the mantle. Snapshots of wave propagation are 

shown in Figures 6.2c-f. At t = 384.25 sec, only the incident SV wave is present 

(Figure 6.2c). The converted and reflected phases due to the dome structure at later 

times are labeled in the figure (Figures 6.2d-f). SPdK is relatively small because it is 

a diffracted arrival while the SPK phase is strong because it is locally a geometrical 

arrival ( e.g., Figure 6.2e). 

The propagational effects of ultra low velocity zones are demonstrated by the 

SKS-SPdKS total waveforms and contributions from different segments of the core

mantle boundary, separated by the Kirchhoff integral on the source side (Figure 6.3). 

The division of segments is shown in the top panel. The PREM synthetics are also 

shown in dashed lines for comparison. Contributions from the segment 1 are exactly 
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Figure 6.2: Wave propagation for a model with a dome-like structure just above the 
core-mantle boundary. PREM is used and the do.me has a P velocity reduction of 
10%, an S velocity reduction of 30% and a density increase of 20% with respect to 
PREM. These parameters are obtained by assuming partial melt with a P velocity 
drop of 10%. a) model setup; b) important phases for generating SKS-SPdKS waves 
at the surface of the Earth; c-f), snapshots of the wavefields. 
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Figure 6.3: The total SKS-SPdKS waveform synthetics along with contributions to 
SKS-SPdKS synthetics from different segments of the core-mantle boundary on the 
source side. The dashed traces are those for PREM and heavy traces are calculated 
with the dome structure shown in Figure 6.2. The source depth is 500 km. 
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matched for both models, since the wave propagation is not affected by the presence 

of the ultra low velocity zone. For the contributions from the segment 3, waveforms 

predicted by the dome structure are in good agreement with those of PREM, except 

that they are delayed by the ultra low velocity zone. For the SKS-SPdKS wave 

groups contributed by the segments 2 and 1, in addition to the delays of waveforms 

caused by the ultra low velocity zone, the reduced amplitudes of these SKS-SPdKS 

phases produced by the model with the ultra low velocity zone are also obvious. The 

delays break down the coherence of SKS at small distances (106°-110°) and partition 

the SKS energy into two phases. Note that the maximal amplitudes of synthetics 

predicted by the dome structure are smaller than those of PREM at these distances, 

because some energy of the incident SV wave is reflected back into the mantle due 

to the curved structure and some SKS energy is partitioned into SPdKS and SPKS 

phases. The latter phase has a path similar to SKS except that it propagates as a 

converted P wave in the ultra low velocity zone. SPKS appears as a precursor in the 

contributions from the segment 2. Those precursors will become more obvious if the 

dome-structure is under the entry point of SKS phase. At larger distances, the dome 

structure affects mostly the SPdKS phases, since the dome structure is far away from 

the entry point of SKS at these distances. It is also obvious from snapshots that the 

dome structure will produce strong precursors to ScP and ScS. 

Figure 6.4 shows snapshots of wave propagation for a boxcar structure for the same 

model setup in Figure 6.2. Although broadband SKS-SPdKS synthetics for the model 

with a dome-shaped structure and that with a boxcar structure are distinguishable, 

the long period WWSSN synthetics, however, are very similar for these two structures 

with these dimensions (Figure 6.5). For the boxcar structure, precursors to SKS are 

stronger because of a stronger S to P conversion from the mantle to the structure, 

compared to the case of the dome-like structure (Figure 6.2). If the boxcar structure 

extends to larger distances, synthetics will become even more complex, with many 

converted phases even for long period synthetics, similar to the predictions from one

dimensional models with ultra low velocity layers. 

Since the multiples are strongly influenced by the geometrical location of the S to P 
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Figure 6.4: Same as Figure 6.2, except that the low velocity region is a boxcar. 
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Figure 6.5: The broadband synthetic SKS-SPdKS waveforms for models shown in 
Figures 6.2 and 6.4. The synthetics are obtained by convolving the Green's functions 
with a source time trapezoidal function (1,1 ,1) and t* = l. 
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Figure 6.6: Synthetic SKS-SPdKS waveforms for models with dome-like structures 
just above the core-mantle boundary on the source side. Domes have a horizontal 
scale of 267 km, a thickness of 40 km, a P velocity reduction of 10%, an S velocity 
reduction of 30% and a density increase of 20% ~ith respect to PREM. Different 
panels of synthetics correspond to different positions of the dome-like structures. 
The entry points of SKS phase for distance ranges at 105° and 115° are shown in the 
figure and the critical distance for SKS at the core-mantle boundary are indicated 
by heavy arrows. All synthetics have been convolved with the long period WWSSN 
instrument response with t* = 1 and with a source time trapezoidal function (2,2,2). 
The source depth is 500 km and PREM is assumed elsewhere. 
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critical angle, the location of two-dimensional structures becomes a controlling factor 

in modeling SKS-SPdKS waveforms, as demonstrated in the synthetic record sections 

for dome-like structures located in various positions above the core-mantle boundary 

(Figure 6.6). The synthetics are convolved with a trapezoidal (1,1,1) source time 

function and the long period WWSSN instrument response. The SV critical points 

(heavy arrows) and the SKS entry points for epicentral distances 105° and 115° at 

the core-mantle boundary are shown in the figure. In panel (a), the dome-structure 

is in the position that affects SKS phase very little , for epicentral distances less than 

105°; small precursors are present for the distance ranges 103°-109° and the dome

structure distorts SKS severely for distance ranges 111 °-115°. Synthetics in panel 

(b) show the same characteristics as those in panel (a), except that the separation 

between SKS and SPKS becomes more obvious at distance ranges 111°-115°. Note the 

complex waveforms at those distances in panel (b). In panel (c), the dome-structure 

has little effect on the SKS phase at distances greater than 114°, since anomalies are 

no longer beneath the entry points of SKS at those distances. The dome-structure 

becomes important in affecting the timing and waveshape of SKS-SPdKS phases, as 

is obvious in the synthetics at distance ranges 108°-113°. The second phase appears 

even stronger than the first one at some distances (e.g., 109°). Waveform distortions 

appear at smaller distances in the synthetics shown in panels (d)-(e). 

Long period SKS-SPdKS synthetics are also sensitive to the dimensions (height 

and width) and seismic parameters of the dome-shaped structures, although some 

trade-offs exist among these parameters (Figure 6.7). The synthetics in panel (a) 

are calculated with a 40 km high and 136 km wide dome-shaped structure, located 

136 km beyond the SV critical point. Synthetics produced with this dome-shaped 

structure, though different from those produced by PREM, are near the threshold 

of detectability of difference. Synthetics in panels (b )-( c) are obtained for models 

of 40 km high domes with horizontal length scales of 267 and 534 km. The domes 

are now located just after the critical distance for SV waves. Note the significant 

difference between synthetics in these two panels. The SPdKS phases are very small 

for the model with a 534 km dome because the dome structure attenuates SPdKS-
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Figure 6.7: Synthetic SKS-SPdKS waveforms for models with different dome struc
tures just above the core-mantle boundary. All synthetics have been convolved with 
the long period WWSSN instrument response with t* = 1 and with a source time 
trapezoidal function (2,2,2). The source depth is 500 km and PREM is assumed 
elsewhere. The horizontal length scales for models from panel (b )-( e) are 267 km, 
whereas that for model panel (a) is 133.5 km. The heights of the dome are 40 km in 
panel (a)-(c) and 80 km in panel (d)-(e). 
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Figure 6.8: Long period (LP) and broadband (BB) synthetics for models with different 
dome structures just above the core-mantle boundary. Synthetics in (c) and (d) have 
been convolved with t* = 1 and with a source time trapezoidal function (2,2 ,2). 
Synthetics in (a) and (b) have also been convolved with the long period WWSSN 
instrument response. The source depth is 500 km and PREM is assumed elsewhere. 
The model used in (a) and (c) consists of three layers with P velocity reductions 
of 3%, 6% 10%, SV velocity reductions of 10%, 20%, 30%, and density increases of 
7%, 14%, 20% from outer to the inner layers. The models used in (b) and ( d) have 
roughness and a P velocity reduction of 10%, an SV velocity reduction of 30% and a 
density increase of 20%. All structures have horizontal length scales of 250 km. Note 
that SKS-SPdKS synthetics are not sensitive to the smoothness of the transition to 
the localized structures and the roughness of those seismic structures. 
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SKS phases over a longer distance. The second phase and the SPdKS phase become 

very weak compared to the first SKS phase. Synthetics for an 80 km high dome with 

a width of 136 km are shown in panel (d). The SPdKS phases appear stronger than 

the SKS phase in this case, and this structure produces strong precursors to the SKS 

phase, especially at distance ranges 109°-112°. The panel (e) shows synthetics for the 

same dome with different velocity reductions. A substantial trade-off exists between 

velocity reduction and the vertical dimension of dome structures. While a higher 

dome tends to increase the strength of the P-diffraction, delay its arrival time and 

thus make it a more recognizable phase, a lower S-velocity, on the other hand, tends 

to move the critical angle to a closer distance, reduce the strength of SKS and thus 

produce a similar waveform. Note that the synthetics from the 40 km dome with a 

drop of 20% in S-velocity (Figure 6.76) look similar to those of an 80 km dome with 

a drop of 10% in S-velocity (Figure 6.7e). For the larger dome, however, precursors 

appear in SKS-SPdKS synthetics at distance ranges 109°-113° and stronger SPdKS 

arrivals exist at larger distance ranges. 

Long period SKS-SPdKS waveforms are not very sensitive to the smoothness 

and roughness of those seismic structures, since these long period waveforms are the 

average effects of the structure (Figure 6.8). Long-period synthetics for a dome with 

multi-layers (panels a and c) are similar to those of models with a single dome and 

long-period synthetics from an extremely rough curvature (panels band d) are similar 

to those with smooth structures. 

6.4 Ultra low velocity zones beneath the south

west Pacific 

The above sensitivity studies have demonstrated a variety of SKS-SPdKS waveform 

complexities required for matching anomalous observed waveshapes not explainable 

with flat-layer-models. A unique interpretation of this two-dimensional modeling 

of the data becomes more problematic because of the trade-offs among parameters. 
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From example, the trade-off between the density change and geometry of the structure 

makes the density change unresolvable. Nevertheless, useful information about these 

localized structures, such as the P-velocity reduction, general dimensions, and S

velocity drops required, can be extracted from the data. For example, a P-velocity 

drop of 10% is required to fit the travel times of the SPdKS phases, localized structures 

with horizontal length scales of at least 136 km are required to produce anomalous 

SKS-SPdKS phases, localized structures with vertical length scales of more than 80 

km will generate noticeable precursors to SKS phase, and an S velocity drop of 30% 

rather than 10% is favored, etc. 

The observed SKS-SPdKS waveforms shown in Figure 6.1 can be explained by a 

simple dome-like structure just above the core-mantle boundary. For example, the 

observed waveforms for the Fiji 1 event can be explained by the synthetics shown 

in Figure 6.6e; the observed waveforms for the Fiji 2 event can be explained by the 

synthetics shown in Figure 6.6b,c; and the observed waveforms for the Kermadec 

event can be explained by the synthetics shown in Figure 6.6d,e. Figure 6.9 shows 

some comparisons of some of the most anomalous observations with these synthetics. 

Only observations along the most similar azimuth are chosen (see upper panel for 

geometry). The corresponding synthetics are selected from Figure 6.6, where the 

only variable is the position relative to the critical angle. The observed waveforms 

at BLC and AAM can simply be explained by shifting the dome position by 100 km. 

The observation of SCB and SCP has been fit by just averaging b and c as a rough 

approximation of a smaller shift interval. Our best simplified picture of the ultra low 

velocity zones based on this fit is given in the middle panel of Figure 6.9. 

It should be emphasized again that, because of the nature of long period data, the 

structure shown in Figure 6.9 should be considered a tentative picture. Some of the 

uniqueness questions can be addressed by broadband data and information from other 

phases, such as SKKS, PKP, PcP, ScP and ScS, etc. For example, the amplitude ratio 

of SKKS /SKS can be useful in distinguishing the synthetics of a 40 km high dome 

with a 20% drop in S-velocity from those of an 80 km high dome with a 10% drop 

in S-velocity. The roughness and smoothness can also be constrained by short period 
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Figure 6.9: The comparison of synthetics and observed waveforms for a Fiji event 
and the geometry of a three-dimensional structure for producing the synthetics. The 
seismic anomaly has a P velocity drop of 10%, an S velocity drop of 30% and a density 
increase of 20% with respect to PREM. Synthetics are chosen from Figure 6.6 and 
labeled. 
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Raypaths of SKS, SKKS, SPdKS, SKPdS 

inner core outer core mantle 

Figure 6.10: Cross section through PREM showing the ray paths of SKS, SKKS, and 
two diffracted phases SPdKS (source-side) and SKPdS (receiver-side) at a distance 
of 118°. 

or broadband data, as demonstrated in the studies of short period and broadband 

scattered precursors to PKP [ Vidale and Hedlin, 1997; Wen and Helmberger, 1997]. 

How much of this scattered energy distorts the family of PKP phases are addressed 

in chapter 7. Three-dimensional effects of the seismic structures are also potentially 

important. 

6.5 Ultra low velocity zones beneath Iceland 

In this section, we introduce SKKS phase to further constrain ULVZ structures. SKS, 

SKKS and SKPdS provide ideal sampling to localized structures in the core-mantle 

boundary region (Figure 6.10). The deep South American earthquakes recorded in 

Europe provide a good opportunity to image a particularly anomalous region beneath 

the North Atlantic. Although the SKS family of phases provide quality information, 

they require relatively deep sources to separate surface reflections (sSKS) from SKKS. 

Thus, the source regions available are restricted mostly to subduction zones. We se

lected 20 deep focus earthquakes beneath South America based on their distribution 

and data quality as observed on long-period WWSSN stations. A sample of these 

recordings are displayed in Figure 6.11. They are separated into two groups: normal 
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Figure 6.11: Observations of South American events recorded in Europe divided into 
two groups along with three sets of synthetics. The observations are aligned on SKS 
with lines indicating the approximate positions of the diffracted phase SKPdS. The 
synthetics were generated from models containing two-dimensional dome structures 
with a horizontal scale of 250 km. The dome height varies from 20 to 80 km with 
corresponding S-wave velocity drops of 50 to 10% and P-wave velocity drops of 16 to 
10%. 
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and anomalous. Some profiles of synthetics are included and will be discussed later. 

The criterion for normal is that the diffracted phases produce negligible distortion of 

SKS before 110° or PREM-like, essentially waveforms appear similar with range over 

this interval. These observations show some differences which is mostly caused by 

variations in source time histories. The records beyond 111 ° show some slight com

plications which are expected at this region. However , the observations on the right 

indicate a strong distortion which appears to start developing near 106°. The station 

locations, the projected path segments (SPdKS and SKPdS), and the core entry and 

exit points of SKS and SKKS are displayed in Figure 6.12. Only observations along 

paths to KEV, KRK, and KBS appear anomalous as displayed in Figure 6.11. Note 

that if SPdKS were anomalous, it would have affected NUR and UME since the source 

side segments are nearly identical near the CMB, as indicated in Figure 6.10. More

over, waveforms observed in the relatively fast regions surrounding the Pacific such as 

South America and the circum-Pacific belt as denoted in tomographic models [e.g., Su 

et al., 1994] generally display normal SKS patterns [Carnero and Helmberger, 1997]. 

We conclude that the anomaly must be in SKPdS. 

While the SKPdS phase is very anomalous at KEV, the observed separation be

tween the SKKS and the SKS phase is normal as displayed in Figure 6.13. Since 

SKKS does not reach the S to P critical angle, it remains relatively simple at these 

ranges and allows easy alignment of observations as indicated. The PREM synthetic 

fits NUR quite well except for the amplitude ratio of SKKS to SKS, which could be 

caused by source mechanism. This was not investigated. However, the differential 

times (SKKS-SKS) for the European observations displayed in Figure 6.13 appear 

quite normal and PREM-like synthetically. 

The paths to Africa encounter the large lower mantle structure which is displayed 

m Figure 6.12 [ Grand et al., 1997]. Most tomography models show this feature 

but computed differential times between SKKS-SKS correlate poorly from model to 

model. The two samples displayed in Figure 6.13, to NAI and AAE, indicate their 

anomalous behavior, but it proves difficult to separate the ULVZ structure that is 

disturbing AAE from the larger scale neighboring complexity. In contrast, the ULVZ 
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Figure 6.12: Great-circle paths from South American events (stars) to WWSSN sta
tions (triangles) are displayed in the lower map. The heavy line segments indicates 
the diffracted paths along the core-mantle-boundary. The upper panel shows a blow 
up of the region beneath the North Atlantic indicating the core-exit points of SKS 
(crosses) and SKKS (squares). The anomalous structure appears to be bracketed by 
the red line enclosure located between Norway and Iceland. The background colors 
indicate the D" velocity structure from [ Grand et al., 1997]. 
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Figure 6.13: Example of observations (solid) of SKS and SKKS with synthetics com
puted from PREM. All traces are aligned on the SKKS phase. 

beneath Iceland is well localized to be between the SKKS points (squares) and SKS 

points (crosses) and bracketed by the red line in Figure 6.12 . 

The synthetics displayed in Figure 6.11 were generated by the hybrid method. Af

ter experimenting with a variety of shapes, i.e., boxcars, domes, triangles, we found 

dome-shapes to produce the types of waveforms typically observed from ULVZ's, 

although we probably could not distinguish other kinds of asymmetric smooth struc

tures. To reduce the model space, we assumed dome-shapes and conducted sensitivity 

tests with various dome heights and S-velocities. The trade-off with density variations 

and S-velocity for one-dimensional models has been discussed previously [ Carnero and 

H elmberger, 1997] . Essentially, the density contrasts produce effects quite similar to 

the S-velocity, except that we do not expect density changes to be as great. We 

selected three sets of synthetics to convey these results as displayed in Figure 6.11. 

Synthetics for model 40D is considered to provide the overall best fit as determined by 

waveform matching (overlay). The 20D model with the reduced shear velocity of 50% 

fits the top set of records 106° to 109° the best, but the KBS record (109°) may not 

be sampling the same structure. The recording of NUR (105°) is not anomalous but 
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comes from the same event, producing KEV at 106° to demonstrate that the broad

ness at KEV is not caused by the source. Zones with thicknesses less than 20 km with 

large S-velocity drops are particularly good at producing broad pulses. Thicker zones 

generally produce a stronger SKPdS phase and the prominent waveform distortions 

beyond 110°. The 80D model with the S-velocity drop of 10% produces too much 

ringing at the larger distances. However, given the number of idealizations made with 

respect to the exact location and geometry involved, it proves difficult to argue for 

uniqueness at this stage by modeling only the diffracted wavefield. But the compati

bility with the width estimate (250 km) from travel time differentials, essentially the 

zone enclosed by the red contour in the upper panel of Figure 6.12, with the waveform 

data is quite supportive of this waveform analysis. The ray paths of SKS, SKPdS and 

SKKS constrain the three-dimensional structure of ultra low velocity zones beneath 

Iceland (Figure 6.14). 

6.6 Conclusion 

We apply the hybrid method to study the wave propagation problem for an ultra

low velocity zone near the core-mantle boundary. Localized dome-shaped structures 

with a horizontal length scale of about 250 km, a vertical length scale of 40 km, a 

P wave velocity reduction of 10%, an S wave velocity 30% and a density increase 

of 20% produce SKS-SPdKS waveforms which fit the most anomalous records not 

explainable by one-dimensional models. The general structural shape and location 

of the localized structure are constructed from the modeling of the Fiji and Iceland 

data, since the complexity of waveforms is sensitive to the position of the localized 

structure above the core-mantle boundary, although 'several important issues, such as 

the density change and the roughness of the localized structures and the smoothness 

of the transition from these structures, remain unresolved due to the nature of the 

data. Broadband data and information from other phases are required to resolve 

these fine structures. 
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Chapter 7 Ultra low velocity zones at 

the core-mantle boundary from 

broadband PKP precursors 

7.1 Abstract 

Short and long period precursors of PKP phase have been found and we use these to 

map detailed seismic structures of ultra low velocity zones (ULVZ) at the core mantle 

boundary (CMB) . Synthetics are computed from a new hybrid method allowing for 

two-dimensional complex structures. Long period precursors are explained by 60-80 

km high Gaussian shaped ULVZs with P-velocity drops by at least 7% over 100-300 

km. Short period precursors suggest the presence of smaller scales anomalies adjacent 

to the larger Gaussian-shaped structures. These fine structures may be indicatives of 

partial melt caused by vigorous small-scale convection or the instability of a thermal 

boundary layer at the mantle's base. 

7.2 PKP precursors and ultra low velocity zones 

at the core mantle boundary 

The scale, magnitude and geometry of seismic heterogeneities near the core-mantle 

boundary (CMB) region provide important implications on mineralogy [e.g., Williams 

and Carnero, 1996; Holland and Ahrens, 1997] and the geodynamical [e.g., Olsen 

et al., 1987; Hedlin et al., 1997] evolution of the Earth. While global seismic tomog

raphy is revealing large scale seismic structure of a slower than average mid-Pacific 

surrounded by a donut-shaped faster than average circum-Pacific region with veloc

ity perturbations of up to ±3% in the lower mantle [e.g., Liu and Dziewonski, 1994], 
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recent studies of core phases suggest the existence of ultra-low velocity layers (zones) 

beneath Iceland [Helmberger et al., 1997] and Western Pacific regions [ Carnero and 

Helmberger, 1995; Mori and Helmberger, 1995; Wen and Helmberger, 1998; Vidale 

and Hedlin, 1997]. The Western Pacific region appears to be unique in that the 

deep seismicity associated with the Tonga-Fiji seismic belt produces excellent quality 

seismograms recorded globally. Figure 7.1 shows the sampled CMB regions in the 

Western Pacific from previous studies, along with seismic velocity perturbations in 

the lowermost mantle [Su et al., 1994]. Unfortunately, the detailed structures of those 

ultra low velocity zones (layers) are poorly constrained [e.g., Wen and Helmberger, 

1998]. 

While short PKP precursors have been noted on the world-wide standard seismic 

network (WWSSN) for many years [Haddon and Cleary, 1974], they have not been 

used in combination with long period precursors. Long period energy arriving be

fore PKP has been noted earlier by Buchbinder [1974]; however, these signals were 

attributed to PKP diffractions unrelated to CMB structures. We consistently ob

serve both long and short period precursors of PKP at stations in Eastern Europe 

for earthquakes occurred in Fiji subduction zone. With these observations and recent 

development of techniques for calculating synthetic seismograms, we are able to map 

detailed localized seismic structures in the CMB region satisfying both data types. 

Here, we present results for an example event. The PKP ray paths for two represen

tive stations of a Fiji event (magnitude 5.9) on September 12, 1968, (179.4W,21.6S , 

635 km depth) are also shown in Figure 7.1. The heavy lines in Figure 7.1 indicate 

the source-side core-mantle boundary regions sampled by the precursors . Seismo

grams recorded by long and short period WWSSN instruments at stations TAB and 

UME are shown in Figures 7.2a,b. The short period records (right) in Figures 7.2a,b 

display a distribution of strong precursors to the geometric PKP arrivals, similar to 

the observation of Vidale and Hedlin [1997]. Similar results are seen at other stations 

with different degrees of complexity. Some long period motions arriving before the 

PKP phases in synthetics of one-dimensional models, such as PREM (Preliminary 

Earth Reference Model) [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981], are essentially caused by 
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diffraction into the fluid core shadow zone, but they are very long period in character 

as shown in the synthetics labeled PREM in Figures 7.2a,b [Kind and Muller, 1975; 

Cormier and Richards, 1977] . In short, these long period observations show clear 

arrivals with periods similar to PKP. 

At epicentral distances 120-144°, the first arrival is PKP (PKIKP or PKPdf) 

(Figure 7.3). For a radially symmetrical Earth model such as PREM, there is no 

geometrical arrival possible because of the shadow zone resulting from the P velocity 

drop from the mantle to the core. However, if there are scatterers in the lowermost 

mantle, seismic rays effectively change their ray parameter and propagate back to the 

Earth's surface via other paths. Some of those perturbated rays can arrive earlier 

than the PKP phase and appear as precursors to PKP [ Cleary and Haddon, 1972; 

Haddon and Cleary, 1974; Cormier, 1995]. Figure 7.3 also shows ray paths of those 

precursors and the shaded region indicates scatterer locations which will produce 

seismic arrivals prior to the PKP phase. The arrival time of the precursor depends on 

the radial and lateral locations of the scatterers and the amplitude of the precursor 

constrains the size and geometry of the scatterers. Thus, the timing and amplitude 

of precursors, especially broadband observations, provide a unique opportunity to 

explore the scale, magnitude, and geometry of fine seismic structures in the lowermost 

mantle. Figure 7.4 shows the relative travel time of precursors to PKP phase as a 

function of lateral distance of the corresponding scatterers, assuming four different 

depths of the scattering. Each trace corresponds to an event-receiver pair at a certain 

distance. It is obvious that there is a trade-off between the depth and lateral location 

of scatterers for a precursor arriving in a certain time window, and furthermore, 

scatterers beneath receivers can cause scattering as well. 

Several independent lines of evidence suggest that the broadband PKP precursors 

in Figures 7.2a,b are caused by source side scattering: 1) source side regions appear 

also to have slower than average velocity in global seismic tomographic models [e.g., 

Su et al., 1994]; 2) the adjacent regions in source side appear to be very anomalous, 

as indicated by boxes in Figure 7.1. For these reasons, we assume that the scattering 

occurred in the source side only, although our data could be explained by the receiver-
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Figure 7.1: The sampled CMB regions in the Western Pacific from previous studies, 
along with the large scale seismic velocity structure of Su et al. [1994] of the lowermost 
mantle. The dash box GH contains results of Carnero and Helmberger [1995] on the 
ultra low velocity layers with P velocity reduction of up to 10% from long period SKS 
(SV wave in the mantle and P wave in the fluid core) and SPdKS (containing a P 
diffracted segment along the CMB); the light box WH reports on modeling a two
dimensional structure 40 km high with a P velocity drop of 10% and an S velocity 
drop of 30% and a horizontal length scale of 250 km from long period SKS and SPdKS 
phases [Wen and Helmberger , 1998]; the white box MH reports on strong P velocity 
reductions to explain the precursors to short period PcP (reflected wave from the 
CMB) by Mori and Helmberger [1995]; and heavy line box is reported to contain 
strong scatterers to explain intense short-period precursors to PKP phase, which are 
observed at NORSAR, a seismic station array near UME [ Vidale and Hedlin, 1997]. 
The shaded lines are the CMB regions sampled by the PKP precursors at stations 
TAB and UME studied in this report. 
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Figure 7.2: The observed long and short period PKP phase and precursors along 
with synthetics produced by various models at TAB (a) and UME (b). Three sets of 
synthetics are displayed, based on PREM, a random model ( correlation length of 8 
km and r.m.s. variation of 8%) and the ultra-low velocity structures shown in Fig
ure 7.5. The arrows indicated by the numbers correspond to the precursors produced 
by the structures as indexed in Figure 7.5. All synthetics are calculated by the hybrid 
method [Wen and Helmberger, 1998]. The PKIKP is the P wave propagating from 
the mantle into the inner core and returning to the Earth's surface. PKiKP travels 
a similar path except that it reflects off the inner core boundary. The smaller ob
served PKIKP phases compared to synthetics of one-dimensional models have been 
attributed to the absorption of the upper-most inner core [Cormier, 1995; Song and 
Helmberger, 1995a]. Therefore, the precursors should be compared to PKiKP in 
assessing their strength. 
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Raypaths of PKP 

inner core mantle 

Figure 7.3: A display of ray paths of PKIKP and precursors of PKP at an epicentral 
distance of 136° . The shaded region indicates the scatterer locations which will pro
duce seismic arrivals prior to PKIKP phase. The reference model is PREM [Dziewon
ski and Anderson, 1981]. 

side scattering as well. 

To generate synthetics containing extreme scattering expected from complex struc

tures, we used a hybrid method, which interfaces the numerical finite-difference tech

nique with analytical methods. This allows high resolution study since the finite

difference technique is applied only in heterogeneous regions [ Wen and Helm berger, 

1998] . Adopting the value of correlation length (8 km) of scattering obtained from 

global average data based on the assumption of uniform scattering [Hedlin et al., 

1997], at least 8% of r.m.s velocity perturbation is required to explain the observed 

short period scattered energy. Synthetics for this random model and the PREM are 

shown in Figures 7.2a,b. Note that although the amplitudes of the short period pre

cursors are well predicted by this random model, the waveforms do not fit the data. 

Moreover, random models do not produce significant long period energy precursors. 

Note that the long period waveforms from the random model are very similar to those 

produced by the PREM. Coherent and continuous larger-scale structures are required 

to explain the long-period precursors. 

The earliest arrival of precursor recorded at TAB is consistent with scatterers 

located at the lowermost 150 km of the mantle . However , because of the trade-off 
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Figure 7.4: Plots of travel time of precursors as ?' function of lateral distance of 
scatterers from seismic source. Each panel assumes ' a different depth of scatterer and 
each trace corresponds to an event-receiver pair. The increment of epicentral distance 
between traces is 1 °. 
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Figure 7.5: The two-dimensional cross sections of seismic structure derived by fitting 
the broadband PKIKP precursors observed at TAB (a) and UME (b) . The geo
graphic locations of these two-dimensional cross sections are indicated by heavy lines 
in Figure 7.1. The numbers indicate structures which produce precursors as indexed 
in Figure 7.2. The shaded regions have a P velocity drop of 10%. 

between depth and lateral location of those scatterers, the exact location of scatterers 

cannot be constrained from UME data alone. We assume that the scatterers are 

located at the bottom of the mantle, in agreement with the position suggested by 

PcP precursors. Numerical tests indicate that structures with horizontal and vertical 

length scales of 100-300 km and 60-80 km respectively and P velocity drops of at least 

7% are required to explain the observed long-period precursors. That no short period 

precursors are associated with the onsets of long period arrivals suggests that the 

structures with these length scales have smooth edges, as opposed to dome-shaped 

structures used in modeling long period SPdKS phase [Wen and Helmberger, 1998]. 

The timing of short period precursors suggests that small scale structures accompany, 

rather than being superimposed on these large scale structures. Two-dimensional 

cross sections of the structure are shown in Figures 7.5. Both long and short period 

synthetics produced by these two structures (Figures 7.2a,b, labeled as ULVZ) fit the 

data well. The seismic energy produced by the corresponding structures are indicated 

by the index numbers. Although the details of real structure may be different from 

our two-dimensional models, the overall structure of our two-dimensional models 

is representive of the scale, magnitude and geometry of real structures. Since the 

behaviors of short period observation are affected by many factors, we have not made 

further efforts to modify our two-dimensional models to find a better fit to the short 
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period precursors. 

We tested a number of other possible explanations, 1.e., topographic reliefs as 

proposed by [Doornbos, 1978]. However, topography at the core-mantle boundary 

even with magnitude of 5 km produces little long period energy. The same is true 

with the structures with increased P velocity. Although the topography at the core

mantle boundary may contribute some portion of precursor energy, it is unlikely that 

the topographic effects are the dominating factor in explaining the data. The long 

period precursors are generated by the wide angle reflection from the right-hand side 

of the Gaussian-like structures. However, there is a trade-off between P velocity drop 

and heights of the structures, but structures with P velocity drops of at least 7% are 

required to produce synthetics which fit these particular records. 

It is clear that broadband precursors can be explained by ULVZs with different 

length scales. Thin ( e.g., 5 km) ULVZ will produce short period precursors, as nor

mally observed, if it is sufficiently rough. Structures with these length scales are, 

however, less detectable from SKS and SKPdKS waveforms [Helmberger et al. , 1996]. 

It is conceivable that many ULVZs are undetected in mid-Pacific and other hotter 

than average regions, because of their less detectability and data coverage. It is in

teresting to note that PKP precursors are absent from paths sampling beneath the 

Americas [Bataille et al., 1990; Song and Helmberger, 19956], which is faster, and pre

sumably colder, than average mantle [e.g., Su et al., 1994] The correlation of absence 

(presence) of ULVZ and little (strong) PKP precursors suggests that ULVZs with 

different length scales may be a major contributor to broadband PKP precursors. 

The magnitudes of P velocity drops of these ULVZs and S velocity drop of 30% of 

other ULVZs [ Wen and Helmberger, 1998] are consistent with partial melt [ Williams 

and Carnero, 1996]. The length scale and geometry of these ULVZs suggest that 

these ULVZs may be indicatives of small-scale mantle convection or instability of the 

bottom thermal boundary layer of the mantle. It may be possible to use the length 

scale, magnitude and geometry of the ULVZs to constrain local Rayleigh number of 

small scale convection thereby providing an estimate of the radial and lateral viscosity 

structure of the CMB region. 
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Newtonian viscous flow 

Viscous flow in a self-gravitating fluid is governed by the equation of continuity, 

constitutive equations, and the equations of motion. In spherical coordinates, the 

incompressible equation of continuity can be written [Landau and Lifshitz, 1959] : 

1 8(r2Ur) 1 8(Uesin0) 1 8Ucp 
---+------+----=0 
r 2 or r sin 0 80 r sin 0 81> 

(A.1) 

where Ur, U0 and Ucp are three components of velocities in spherical coordinates. 

The equations of motion, with variable viscosity, including self-gravitation and 

neglecting inertial effects, can be written in terms of the components of the deviatoric 

stress tensor as [Landau and Lifshitz, 1959] : 

[)P o<l> 1 8(r2Trr) 1 8( Tr0 sin 0) 
- -8-r + p-8-r + r 2 _o_r_ + -r -si_n_0 __ 8_0 __ 

+-~-OTrcp _ T00 + Tcpcp _ fJpgo = O 
r sm 0 81> r 

(A.2) 

18P 18<1> 18(r2Tr0) 1 8(T00sin0) 
- ~ -8-0 + p~ -8-0 + r 2 _o_r_ + -r -si_n_0 __ 8_0 __ 

+-1- OT0cp + Tr0 - cot 0T <P<P = 0 
r sin 0 81> r r 

(A.3) 

1 8P 1 8<1> 1 8(r2 Trcp) 1 8( T0cp) ----- + p---- + ---- + ---
r sin 0 81> r sin 0 81> r 2 or r 80 

+-1_ 0Tcpcp + Trcp + 2 cot 0T0cp = 0 
r sin 0 81> r r 

(A.4) 

where P is pressure, <I> is the perturbation of the gravitational potential, g0 is gravita-
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tional acceleration, Tis the deviatoric stress tensor and 6p is the density perturbation. 

The constitutive relationship between stress and velocities for a Newtonian fluid 

is: 
U0 8U0 l 8Ur 

Tr0 = ry(--:;:- + or + :;:- 80 ) (A.5) 

Tr</> = ry( _ u</> + 8U</> + -~ _ 8Ur) 
r or rsm0 8¢> 

(A.6) 

8Ur 
Trr = 2ry Or (A.7) 

l 8U0 Ur 
700 = 2ry( :;:-

80 
+ -:;:- ) (A.8) 

7 
= 2ry(-1_8U</> +Ur+ U0cot0) 

</></> r sin 0 8¢> r r 
(A.9) 

70 = ry(- cot0U</> + ! fJU</> + _l_8U0) 
</> r r 80 r sin 0 8¢> 

(A.10) 

where 'r/ = ry( 0, 1>) is the viscosity. 

The three components of velocity and components of non-hydrostatic stress can 

be expressed as infinite series in terms of spherical harmonics Yzm ( 0, 1>): 

(A.11) 

(A.12) 

(A.13) 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

(A.16) 

where z!m and zim are the poloidal components of velocity and stress and zim and 

Zim are the toroidal components of velocity and stress. Einstein summation conven-
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tion is used and 

y;l0(0 ,,1..) = 8Yzm(0, cp) 
lm ''f' 80 

y;0l (0 ,,/..) = _1_ 8Yzm ( 0' cp) 
lm ' 'f' sin 0 8¢ 

Substituting equations (A.11)-(A.16) into (A.1)-(A.6) and taking each spherical har

monic by using the orthogonalities, after tedious algebra, we have following equations: 

8zlm 
3 

8µ 

8zlm 
4 

8µ 

8zlm s 
8µ 

8zlm 
6 

8µ 

Alml'm' 

B1ml'm' 

Clml'm' 

-2zlm+Lzlm 
1 2 

lm lm I *A zl'm' -Zl + Z2 + 1 'r/ lml'm' 4 

I * l'm' + 1 'r/ B1ml'm' z6 
*C l'm' 1 *C l'm' 12ry lml'm' Z1 - 6L 'r/ lml'm' Z2 

lm lm *C zl'm' -2Z4 - Z3 - 6ry lml'm' 1 

* l'm' * l'm' 
+rt D1ml'm' Z2 + 'r/ E1ml'm' Zs 

lm / * l'm' Zs - 1 'r/ B1ml'm' Z4 

*G l'm' +TJ lml'm'Zs 

l J J l ( 10 ( ) · *10( ) L T(0, cp) Yz'm' 0, c/> Yim 0, c/> 

+ Yz?!, ( 0, c/>) Yz~ 1 
( 0, c/>)) * ds 

~ J J T(:, c/>) (Yz?!,(0, c/>)Yz~
0
(0, c/>) 

-Yz!-;;, ( 0, c/>) Yz~1 
( 0, c/>)) * ds 

j j (T(0, c/>)Yz,m,(0, c/>)Yz':n(0, c/>)) * ds 

(A.17) 

(A.18) 

(A.19) 

(A.20) 

(A.21) 

(A.22) 
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Dzml'm' 

Ezml'm' 
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2 * Al + 4£' Clml'm' 

1 (j j 2T(0, cp)(L'Yz,m,(0, cp) 

+2Yz~!,(0,¢)) * (cot0Yz~1(0,cp)-Yz~ 1 (0,cp)) 

- ( cot 0Yz?i!i, ( 0, cp) - Yz:i!i, ( 0, cp)) * ( L Yi~ ( 0, cp) 

+2Yz';;:0 (0, ¢)) * ds 

F1ml'm' - E1ml'm' 

G1ml'm' - 2 * Al + L' Clml'm' 

Al 1 (j j T(0, cp)(L'Yz,m,(0, cp)Yz';;:0 (0, cp) + L 

Yz~!,(0, c/>)Yz~(0, ¢) + 2Yz~!,(0, cp)Yz';;:0 (0, cp) * ds 

+ j j 2T(0, cp)(Yz:i!i,(0,cp) - cot0Yz?i!i,(0,cp)) 

*(Yz;2(0, cp) - cot 0Yz~1 (0, ¢)) * ds 

T(0, cp) = rJ(0 , cp)/rj 

L = l(l + 1) 

L' = l' ( l' + 1) 

r 
µ = ln(-) 

a 

rJo is the reference viscosity, rj is the average viscosity in the shell and a is the radius 
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of the Earth. Equation (A.17) is derived from the continuity equation (A.l); equa

tions (A.18) and (A.21) come from constitutive relationship equations (A.5) (A.6); 

equations (A.19) comes from momentum equation (A.2) and equations (A.20) (A.22) 

come from momentum equations (A.3) (A.4). Again Einstein summation convention 

is used. 

Note that for a spherical shell with no lateral variation in viscosity, T(0, ¢) = 

1, the coefficients Bzml'm' = E1ml'm' = F1ml'm' = 0, A1ml'm' = C1ml'm' = 8ll'6mm', 

Al = -8ll' 6mm'. The above equations are simplified to the identical equations in a 

radially symmetric structure [Kaula, 1975]. In that case, equations for each spherical 

harmonic are independent with those in other harmonics and they can be solved 

degree by degree. 

For spherical shells with lateral variations in viscosity, the above equations are no 

longer separated by each mode, i.e., modes are coupled with each other through those 

coupling coefficients Azml'm' - G1ml'm'. Since the above summations go to infinity, 

we have no obvious way to solve these equations. However, if we truncate all the 

quantities up to a spherical harmonic degree (lmax), i.e., we neglect the coupling 

effects of spherical harmonic degrees l > lmax, we have these linear equations by 

putting all the equations at degrees l = l - lmax together. 

where 

dZ 
- =B*Z+b· 
dµ ' 

b = [O, 0, r2g8p1° /r,0 , 0, 0, 0 ... , 0, 0, r2g8p1m /r,o, 0, 0, Of 

(A.23) 

(A.24) 

(A.25) 

and Bis a 3lmax(lmax + 3) X 3l1max(l1max + 3) matrix with elements given by equations 

(A.17)-(A.22). 
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Propagator matrix method 

In a shell, with same lateral variation in viscosity, the elements in B are constants. 

Equation (A.23) can be solved by standard propagator matrix method. The solution 

of equation (A.23) is 

Z(µ) exp[B(µ - µ0 )]Z(µ 0 ) + {µ exp[B(µ - c)]b(c)dc 
lµo 

PB(µ, µo)Z(µo) + {µ PB(µ, c)b(c)dc 
}µo 

(A.26) 

The analysis can be simplified if 5 p1m ( r) is approximated as a series of J discrete 

sheets or surface anomalies [Hager and Clayton, 1989]. 

rj+f (Jr= L 5p1m(r)dr 
rj-f 

Analogous to equation ( 4.40) in Hager and Clayton [1989], (A.26) becomes 

J 

Z(µ) = PB(µ, µo)Z(µo) + L PB(µ, c)bj (A.27) 
j=l 

where 

(A.28) 

The form of the propagator matrix PB can be estimated in terms of its eigenvalues 

,\ of matrix B . For example, for a matrix B with no repeated eigenvalues, the 

propagator matrix PB is given by [Gantmacher, 1960]: 

(A.29) 

where I is the identity matrix. 

When the dimension of matrix B is large, the above method is not practical, since 

it involves many matrix multiplications. 
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When the thickness of the shell is small, PB can be obtained directly from its 

definition with some approximations. 

exp[B(µ - µo)] 

I + nf (µ - µot En 
n=l n! 

(A.30) 

N is the truncated power. Numerical tests indicate that, for a shell with thickness of 

20 km, PB can be obtained within an error of 0.001 % with N = 4. 

A.2 Boundary conditions 

Velocities (Ur, U0, U¢), stresses ( Trr, Tr0, Tr¢) and <I> are continuous at any boundary in 

the mantle, i.e., Z is continuous across any boundary. For boundary between layers 

with different viscosity but same intrinsic density, Z is continuous; for boundary in 

which intrinsic density changes ( chemical boundary) and stratification of flow occurs, 

zfm = 0 (Ur = 0), Zjm has a jump of dzr. 

Shear tractions and vertical velocities at the CMB and surface are zero, simply 

because the viscosities in the atmosphere and core are negligible compared to that of 

the mantle. At the CMB, 

Z(l) = [ 0, ZJ0 (1), Z}0 (1), 0, Zg0 (1), 0, ... , 

0, z~m(l), Zjm(l), 0, z~m(l), Of (A.31) 

Z(l) is propagated to the surface of Earth by propagator matrices . At the surface 

of Earth, we have the boundary condition: 

Z(O) = [ 0, zJ0 (0), z}0 (o), 0, Zg0 (0), 0, ... , 

0, z~m(o), Zjm(o), 0, z~m(o), Of (A.32) 
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There are 3lmax(lmax + 1) unknowns and 3lmax(lmax + 1) linear equations for whole 

mantle flow, 7lzmax(lmax+l)/2 unknowns (one more (dZjm) for each spherical harmonic 

degree and order) and 7lmax(lmax + 1)/2 linear equations (one more (Ur = 0) across 

the chemical boundary for each spherical harmonic degree and order) for layered flow. 
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Appendix B Finite difference 

formulations in the interfaces of three 

defined regions 

We follow the notation of [ Virieux, 1986]. For region, where n = 3 and m > 3: 

k+l/2 
½+1/2,j+l/2 

"°'k+l 
L.Ji+l/2,j 

r k+l 
i+l/2,j 

-;:;'k+l 
~i,j+l/2 

ui~;
112 

+ Bi,j[(~7+1;2,j - ~L1;2,j) 

((
~k ~O,k ) ~k )] 

+ .:::.i,j+l/2 + .:::.i,j+l/2 - .:::.i,j-1/2 , 

Vk-1/2 B [(~k 
i+l/2,j+l/2 + i+l/2,j+l/2 .::,i+l,j+l/2 

- 2 tj+1;2) + (r7+1;2,j+1 - (r:+1;2,j 

-f~{l/2,k))], 

~7+1/2,j + (L + 2M)i+l/2,j(Ui~+/f2 

Uk+l/2) L ((Vk+l/2 
- i,j + i+l/2,j i+l/2,j+l/2 

+ ½~~/2,j+l/2) - ½tl/2,j-1/2), 

rk L (uk+1;2 uk+1;2) i+l/2,j + i+l/2,j i+l,j - i,j 

+(L + 2M)i+1/2,j((½!~);~+1/2 

+½~~/2,j+l/2) - ½tl/2,j-1/2), 

~k M [((Uk+l/2 .:::.i,j+l/2 + i,j+l/2 i,j+l 

-uo,H1;2) _ uk+i/2) + (vk+1;2 
i,J+l i,J i+l/2,J+l/2 

-½~1;2,j+1/2)]. 

Where k is the index of time steps, i and j are for x-axis and z-axis discretiza

tions. (U, V) = (ux,Uz), (~,r,2) = (Txx,Tzz,Txz), L = A* J!,M = µ * :: and 

B = 1. * ddt. dx and dt are space and time discretizations and A, µ are Lamb's param-
P X 

eters. (U0
, v0

, ~o, r 0 , 2°) are solutions for the direct incident wave (I0 ). Here, the 

relationship T = I0 + R is used. 
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For the left boundary, m=3: 

k+l/2 
½+1/2,j+l/ 2 

"k+l 
L.Ji+l / 2,j 

fk+l 
i+l/2,j 

U k-l /2 B [(("k "O,k ) 
i,j + i,j L.Ji+l /2,j - L.Ji+l / 2,j 

-E7-1;2) + (37,i+1/2 - 37,j-1/2)], 

V k-l /2 B [(~k 
i+l / 2,j+l /2 + i+l/ 2,j+l /2 .:::,i+l,j+l/ 2 

( ~k ~o ,k )) (fk 
- =i,j+l /2 + =i,j+l/ 2 + i+l/2,j+l 

- r:+1;2,j) l, 
k ( ) (Uk+l /2 Ei+l / 2,j + L + 2M i+l/2,j i+ l,j 

-(uk+i/2 + uo,_k +1 / 2)) + L- _ 
i,J i,J i+l/2,J 

(vk+l/2 Vk ) 
i+l/2,j+l / 2 - i+l/2,j-1 /2 ' 

rk L (uk+112 (uk+1;2 
i+l/2,j + i+l /2,j i+l ,j - i ,j 

+Ui~/+1
12

)) + (L + 2M)i+1/2,1 

(vk+l/2 Vk ) 
i+l / 2,j+l /2 - i+l /2,j-1/2 ' 

2:,j+1/2 + Mi,1+112[(ui~71{
2 

- ui~:1
12

) 

((v
k+l /2 VO,k+l /2 ) 

+ i+l/2,j+l /2 - i+l/2,j+l/2 

-½~1/ 2,j+l /2 )]. 

Where (U0
, v 0

, E0 , r 0 , 3°) are solutions for whole wavefield (To) due to one-dimensional 

structure for grids n > 3 and reflected wave field (Ro) for grids n < 3. Here, the re

lationships S = T - T0 and S = R - Ro are used. 

Special treatment is needed for the triple junction point (m = 3, n = 3) of those 
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k+l /2 
v;+l /2,j+l/2 

'C"'k+l 
L,i+l/2,j 

r k+l 
i+l/2,j 
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(vk+l/2 (Vk 
i+l/2,j+l /2 - i+l/2,j-1/2 

+ v;~~/ 2,j-1 / 2))' 

rk L (uk+1;2 (uk+1;2 
i+l/2,j + i+l/2,j i+l,j - i,j 

UO,k+l /2 )) (L M) + i ,j + + 2 i+l/2,j 

(vk+l/2 (Vk 
i+l / 2,j+l /2 - i+l /2,j-1/2 

+ v;~~/ 2,j - 1/ 2))' 

Where (V0 , r 0
) are the solutions for the direct wave (J0), (U0 ) is the solution of T0 , 

and (3°) is the solution of R0 . St3_ 112 can be calculated as those in n < 3 and Uf,3 

can be calculated as those in n > 3. 




